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THE WORLD'S NUMBER 1 CHOICE FOR CHEATS^UjP«|""
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WHAT MAKES CHEATS
UNLIMITED NO 1?

. OVER 10,000 CHEATS
AVAILABLE

. THE LATEST CHEATS
ADDED EVERY DAY

. COMPILED BY GAMING
EXPERTS

. 1 0OS OF QUALITY
WALKTHROUGH GUIDE

PERSONS AGED 1 6 OR OVER MAY CALL THIS NUMBER

PERSONS AGED UNDER 16 MAY CALL THIS NUMBER

09066 094 250
CALLS TO THE ABOVE NUMBERS COST ONLY 60p PER MINUTE

NON-UK CALLERS: + 44 700 590 7575
TO SAVE TIME DURING YOUR CALL YOU MAY PRESS

TO RESTART THE SERVICE AND GET MORE CHEATS
0TO MOVE BACK ONE MENU SELECTION
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Dreamcast Magazine looks back at Che highs and lows of

your favourite, and last ever, SEGA console...
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We've lost that lovin' feeling, whoa-ho that

lovin' feeling, now it's gone, gone, gone...

\, It began as a dream. It ended up
." nightmare. We had good
very good times, but also bad times

little white baby was flattened by

Sony's soul-crushing console. Come
with us as we take a wander down
memory lane...

So now, the end is near, and so we
raise the final curtain. The Dreamcast

console. SEGA as a console manufacturer,

and Dreamcast Magazine have all finally

reached the end of the line. But whilst

we sob into our hands, curled and

scarred from years of clutching

Dreamcast pads; eyes, formally rose-

tinted, now red-raw from stinging tears

and with murderous hatred of Sony Corp

in our hearts, it's time to take a look

back at the beloved life of our favourite

console and the company that made it.

It was 1 998 when SEGA finally

launched its new console to the Japanese

public, a good 1 8 months before Sony

followed suit with its PlayStation2. It had

specs that blew away the ageing

PlayStation and N64 ci

would, on the surface, appear that

everything was going to be rosy for

SEGA. Everything looked bright, bur this

was far from the truth. In order to truly

understand Dreamcast. you must First

understand the SEGA Saturn, and indeed,

even the SEGA MegaDrive.

Mega Success
After an initial flop with the SEGA Master

System (which did relatively well in the

UK. - but then Nintendo was so busy

selling NES systems to every man.

woman, and child in Japan and America)

5EGA fought back with the SEGA
MegaDrive system. Arriving a good two

years before Nintendo had managed to

bring out the SNES. it boasted arcade-

perfect reproductions of (then) up-to-

date SEGA classics such as Colden Axe.

The MegaDrive was an instant hit with

a public growing tired of the ageing NES:

it grabbed market share away from a

startled Nintendo, who until then i

content to sell NES systems forever and

had to quickly develop a new system,

the SNES! SEGA taught a tired market a

new mantra: Update or die out! No
longer would it be enough just to make
one console to sell forever, now you

would have to continually push the

envelope of technology to feed to the

tech-hungry masses.

Sadly, such lessons were applied badly

by SEGA Following several years of

success with the MegaDrive, SEGA
attempted to upgrade the system via a

baffling array of new boxes to slot into

Putting Her

Online
> In retrospect, it's easy to

claim that the market wasn't
ready For online gaming.

Indeed, many punters are

claiming that the market still

isn't ready, and that Xbox has

backed the wrong horse by
including Broadband,

Certainly the technology

used In Dreamcast didn't set

the world on fire. It hardly

worked at first, and it was a

online game appeared for the

mplist irCnu
Chu Rocket.

But online gaming came
together at the end and the

seminal work oF art,

Phontosy Star Online, showed
the world that we can all play

together. Even if we are all

sitting alone In our bedrooms.
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the system. First off the block was a

Mega-CD unit - yours For only £! 70

^ pounds! Attach this baby to the bottom
of the machine and say goodbye to the

space limitations of cartridge

technology. One of the first games we

j remembered seeing on this machine was
the new Vktua Racing. It looked

I fantastic! So far. so good. Except then

I the cartridge versions came out and

1 looked identical. Not so good after all.

The problem was that the MegaDrive
simply didn't need the 80Mb of space

afforded on a CD - with sprite

technology still standard. 3D graphics in

their infancy and gamers used to

relatively simple arcade games, there

was simply nothing to fill the space

with. The only thing big enough at the

time was FMV. The result was a slew of

simplistic arcade games, coupled with

masses of Manga-style FMV. Great for

Anime fans, but an expensive waste of

time for your average gamer.

Turbo Boost
SEGA then set out to remedy the situation

by boosting the power of the MegaDrive

itself, via an add-on known as the 32x.

Slotting in the top of the machine, this

upgraded the MegaDrive itself and was
designed to fight off the impending wave
of next-gene rat ion systems such as Sony's

newly announced PlayStation.

"All this may sound like a string of disasters,

but every rose has its thorn, just as every night

has its dawn..."

Can you say "Chaos Reigned Supreme"
in a big booming voice? Imagine a machine

made out of three separate parts: Regular

games on cartridge or CD mixed up with

32x advanced games on cartridge or CD
all sitting alongside one another on the

shelf, and all competing with each other

for a slightly bemused and confused

customer's attention.

The result was obvious. The average

customer paid not a jot of attention to

either add-on and carried on buying

regular games for their regular MegaDrive

system. SEGA had taught the industry

another lesson, albeit a slightly more
painful one: upgrades to consoles don't

work (Sony, take note with your upcoming

PS2 modem and hard drive!).

If all this had been simply an expensive

mistake, then it wouldn't have really

mattered. No, what really hurt was SEGA
delaying their sequel to the MegaDrive -

The SEGA Saturn This mistake proved

disastrous. A giant shark named Sony had

smelt blood (or rather money} and, after a

brief period of swimming alongside

Nintendo's R&D team, had broken away
to make its own console - the PlayStation.

It was grey, sleek and. although not cheap.

was very easy to develop games for. Sony

used its knowledge of the video and music

retailers (stinging from the

disaster of the Mega CD and 32x] and

SEGA had found its nemesis, a company
called Sony. Amazingly, the Saturn was
initially planned as a sprite-scaling

powerhouse (the technology behind

games such as Out Run. PowerDrift and

Afterburner)
. After taking one look at the

specs for the PlayStation though, and

|
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realising the future was 3D, SEGA quickly

decided to boost the system adding an

extra SH-2 chip and an improved 3D

graphics processor.

This last-minute addition made Che

machine technically superior to the

PlayStation, but a nightmare to program

for all but the most talented of

developers, who quickly decided that

Sony's PlayStation was the way forward.

Keep The Faith
II this may sound like a string of

disasters, but every rose has its thorn,

just as every night has its dawn... and in

this case there were a legion of cowboys

singing a sad. sad song. For out of all the

distinguished console manufacturers, it is

possibly SEGA that commands the most

loyalty from its fans Sure, there were

technical mistakes made by SEGA R&D,

<eting ebyrr

pearls into swine! But there was Shinobi,

Sank The Hedgehog. Virtua Fighter.

SEGA Rally and a score of amazingly

good games. Sure, we'd all sit by and

shake our heads as SEGA made another

bad business decision.' we'd ail sit

around and ponder where it all went

wrong and get down on our knees and

pray that SEGA would get it right next

time. Because we knew, in our hearts,

that SEGA made better games than Sony

- and that's why we were buying

consoles in the first place

It was early 1997 when we first saw

supposed specs for a new SEGA system.

Vigorously denied by SEGA, the machine

- codenamed Black Belt * would have a

Power VR graphics chip, a SH-4

processor, an in-built modem and,

bafflingly. would have a Microsoft

operating system. Images of Windows 95

booting up on a console screen sprang to

mind, but we quickly cast all other

doubts away as wave after wave of

Hfwh.iriiNB
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(often conflicting) information wafted

around the world.

It was called Dnr.il. not Black Belt. It

had a 3DFX graphics card, then it was

back to Power VR graphics. The modem

called Katana. no... The Dragon, no it

was definitely called Black Belt. It was

being made in Japan, no... America. It

appeared to have five different

processors, three graphics chips and a

cleverly installed kitchen sink. The only

relatively consistent piece of information

was that it would use Microsoft OS and

have a modem I

Eventually we found that SEGA was

developing two different machines, one

in America (Black Belt) and one in Japan

(Dural). The better system (eventually

Japan's Dural) would go on to become

the Dreamcast - SEGA's all-new 1 28-bit

powerhouse.

In 1 998 the Dreamcast arrived and it

soon became clear that SEGA had learnt

important lessons from its previous

mistakes. The machine was literally a

doddle to program - coders loved it like

their own mothers and amazing results

could be instantly achieved with minimal

The daddy of all

Dreamcast was delayed in

Australia and launched amid
little fanfare by Ozisoft {the

Australian distributor for SEGP
consoles). The only problem

was the machine launched

without peripherals, browser

discs or games. This hold up
effectively made any customer
purchase redundant.

Can you spell 'delayed'? We
waited, and waited, and waited.

Then we waited an extra month
as the Internet service wasn't

finished. Then when we got it

the Internet service didn't work
property anyway.

Japan
at known for tardiness, the

Japanese took a dim view of the

week-long delay caused by a

shortage of graphics chips

(British punters dream of delays

of just a week!). When the

machine eventually came out

though SEGA only managed to

sell 100.000 machines.

Finally something went right

for SEGA. Launched on a

memorable date (9,9.99) and

finally not a delay In sight.

Hyped to the max and with
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Trying to distance the machine

gamers and capture the lifestyle

market. SEGA pitches a series of ads
depicting anything but games,
gamers and consoles. Barbers shaving

heads and kids throwing stones will

sell the machine!

Mockery of Yukawa Hidekazu
This one we actually like and It

worked well. In Japan, company
manager of SEGA starred in a TV ad
where kids hurl ab

failure of the Saturn. It showed that

Footy Funding
Kids love football, kids love games,
kids watch football, kids watch
football then buy games! Let's get

together and give away money. Lots

of money! Around 50 million pounds
to Arsenal - just to put our logo on
the front of their footy shirts. We'll

have no money left for primetlme TV
advertising and. because nobody
knows what Dreamcast is. It won't
have any Impact.

Political Sabotage
Cleverly combining racial hatred with

political terrotlsm SEGA projected

racially contentious Images onto the

houses of parliament. Then took

the country Designed to emphasise

the importance of competition and
online play the ads were funny - If

you knew what they were about. The
general public didn't and the

Independent Television Commission
told SEGA to pull the ads.

effon. The modem was supplied with the

machine which meant that every

Dreamcast owner would be able to go

online with no upgrade necessary. Heck,

it even looked cool!

SEGA's R&D team had finally delivered

libly powerful

competition out

i good year before Sony

th its Play5tation2.

We Have A Dream
They say sing when you're winning, and

we sung till our heart was content thanks

to Virtua Fighter 3. SEGA Roily 2 and

Sonic Adventure. But it was the third-

party developers that really wowed us.

After ignoring the Saturn, a stream of

amazing fighting games appeared.

Capcom redefined the genre with

PowerSione. Midway stood tall with

Ready 2 Rumble and. above all others.

Namco forgot its close ties with Sony

and produced Soul Calibur - still

considered by many to be the greatest

beat-'em-up available on any console.

Finally, for once, it was all going to be

all right - we had the machine, we had

the developers, we had the games. We
had Sony, with its shoddy sequels and

shabby 'knocked-ou t- in-an -afternoon'

for videogames, well and truly

Before the Dreamcast arrived. Bernie

Stolar. CEO of SEGA of America said:

"This is going to be the greatest launch in

the history of SEGA, and it will also be

the largest launch in the history of this

industry, to date." In many ways he

kidding, but we should h,

something was amiss when he

mysteriously left SEGA three weeks

before the machine launched Did he

know something we didn't? Despite the

Dreamcast being hotter than hell in a

heatwave, the reaction from the public

was lukewarm. For the first, but certainly

not the last time, we wondered: "What

the hell is wrong with people?"

Over time the answer became clear -

SEGA might be capable of making the

machine and may be capable of making

the games, it can even (at least at the

start) convince other companies to make

games for them, but what it can't do is

convince non-believers to buy their

products. SEGA Europe is. in short, lousy

at sales and marketing. Sony, on the

other hand is a crowned champion in the

mould of a used-car salesmen - capable

of selling sand to camels and convincing

them it's the best thing to drink in the

desert despite the humped dolts

8
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Despite che machine being great, the

launch itself was not without its faults:

Japan suffered stock shortages. Europe's

launch had to be delayed by a month,

and Australia. ,. well, the less said about

that, the better (see 'Launching The

Titanic' box for humourous details) . Only

in America did everything go to plan

with plentiful stock arriving on a

memorable day (9.9.99) and selling by

the bucketload.

Card Shark
It was clear though that SEGA wasn't

wholly to blame. A certain company

called Sony was playing every dirty card

in the pack. Every time SEGA had an

important announcemer

game coming out. Sony would set off a

firework of facts about its upcoming PS2

system. The claims started big with

300m polygons per second, and got

e ridiculous

emotion engine capable of recreating

real-looking people. Eventually they

became outrageous with Spielberg

chipping in claiming that It was

"incredible" and that the "effects found

in Jurassic Park will be in front on your

television at home!" After that it just

became plain silly - in a moment of

surreal madness, the American and UK

governments stepped in worrying that

the PS2 might be used by Middle East

terrorists to launch ballistic missiles

across the globe. The unreleased console

was classed a 'Super Computer' promptly

banned from being sold in several 'rogue

states' and put upon the Western

governments list of items to be

concerned about.' Sony had. quite

literally, managed to convince the world

that they had built Darin Vader's

DeathStar and were going to put it o

sale in time for Christmas. And the

public bought its spin - and

didn't buy Dreamcasts.

It would be too easy to

pin all the blame on Sony

(it's tempting though!),

because SEGA played a

fair share in its own
downfall. Launch

mishaps aside, the

marketing campaign for the

Dreamcast was sublime t(

point of non-existence. After the failure

of the Saturn, SEGA tried to distance

itself from its own name, referring only ti

the machine as Dreamcast and not the

SEGA Dreamcast. In its advertising

Despite the Dreamcast

being hotter than hell in

a heatwave, the

reaction from the public

was lukewarm"
the company even appeared to distance

itself from the name Dreamcast, only

using the swirled symbol. If that v\

igh hidden, the symbol was then

masked within obscure images such as

the famous swirling stormfront advert

that depicted a swirled cloud hovering

off the south coast of an American

weather map, swirl shaped haircuts and a

close-up of a swirly eye. The result was a

of ads that said

nothing about games and featuring a

symbol that most people didn't

recognise. The Dreamcast didn't have

'brand awareness'. The Nike symbol is

recognised across the world as a brand

- the Dreamcast swirl v\

recognised anywhere outside of SEGA'

5

Headquarters. Unlike Sony's equally

adverts for the PlayStation2. the

Dreamcast adverts went totally

there was no public interest

the first place.
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Black And White

Production Line
There was a price for all these classics

Like its other stalwart rival Nintendo.

SEGA couldn't produce games quickly

enough to satisfy Dreamcast owners.

Making games like Shenmue takes time,

and gaps between games grew long and

wearisome. A1erroprj//s Street Racer was

a pinnacle of achievement For delayed

software. An ambitious racing game that

planned to recreate three famous cities

London, Tokyo and San Francisco right

down to the correct buildings, shop

fronts and street signs by taking

thousands of hours of video footage and

hundreds of thousands of photographs.

Eventually it became so delayed that the

designers had to re-work the game to

take into account all the new landmarks

that had actually been physically built

during development, thus delaying the

title even further.

On the bright side though, online

e gaming came to fruition for the

first time in history. SEGA released the

first game, a puzzler called Chu Chu

Rocket was sent free of charge to every

! 1 1 Phantasy Star Online arrived a little too late Id unite

Dieamcaslers from around the globe. However, II did

prove li be Irifhlenlng popular and slranpely compelling.

'21 There can be lew ol von who have yet In sample

Ike delights ol Soul Callbur. Arguably. II remains the

finest leat-'em-ug on any console, watch 11 and weep

PS7 owners!

Dreamcast owner who had registered

their machine on DreamArena (the online

portal for Dreamcast owners]. Quake III

quickly followed proving that online

gaming was more than just a simple

gimmick suited to puzzlers, and towards

the end of the console's life the seminal

game Phantasy Scar Online brought

gamers from around the world to

adventure together Breaking all language

barriers by converting messages between

gamers into the correct language, it broke

the mould of online gaming and proved

that it could, and indeed did. work.

If only online gaming had worked

earlier maybe things would have been

different. Whilst these developments took

place, third-party support continued to

wane - developers saw that Dreamcast

was stumbling and quickly canned

projects, or hastily rushed out PC ports of

their existing games. Big guns like EA

never supported the machine in the first

place leaving a big hole in the software

line-up - the Dreamcast especially lacked

big sports licenses, especially FIFA.

Hardcore SEGA fans might not have

bemoaned the loss of EA's games (often

ridiculed as cheap McDonalds-style fodder

for the masses!], but it's what feeds the

general public who aren't prepared to

wait six extra months for an original title

- they want the latest football tie-in to

play after the pubs have shut.

Sony filled that need by releasing the

PS2 to great fanfare Hardcore gamers

smirked at the quality of the initial titles

that paled into nothing next to the

average Dreamcast game. Third world

generals may not have bought them to

launch missiles, but the general public

lapped it up though, buying as many

"It's important to recognise that between the

Saturn's flop and the Dreamcast's launch, the

market for videogames had changed beyond
all recognition"
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It became clear that SEGA was in real

financial trouble. SEGA posted $375
million in losses For the fiscal year ending
in March 1999 and was already

Forecasting a loss of $99 million for the

fiscal year of 2000. The PS2 reared its

ugly head and support from developers

dropped like flies. The writing was on the

wall, and unlike SEGA's swirly ads it was
clear enough for everyone to read:

'Dreamcast RIP!' The big question was:

"Can SEGA survive another flop?" and
"Will there be a Dreamcast 2?" Rumours
quickly surfaced that a machine was in

development, but as

became clearer that SEGA was in no

position to launch yet another console -

no matter whac they had hidden in their

R&D departments.

Speculation ran rife. In March 2001

SEGA issued a press release stating that it

was halting production of the Dreamcast,

slashing the price of the machine to $99
in the US. selling off its remaining models

and was to begin development of games
for Nintendo's Game Boy Advance and

Sony's PlayStation2. Its days as an

independent console manufacturer v

a third-party developer.

The first few games have already

appeared. Virtua Fighter 4 is the best

beat-'em-up on the PS2, but we can't

help notice that Space Channel 5 looks a

i Sony's console than on the

Dreamcast. Indeed, for al! Sony's hype,

the PS2 has yet to produce one game
that couldn't easily have been r

the Dreamcast - in many cases the games
could probably look slightly better.

According to most programmers it could

be made in less time, using fewer

programmers, utilising simpler coding and

ultimately would cost less money to make
and consequently less money to buy.

Still you can't help but laugh. We laugh

bitterly at Sony owners as they pick up

another sub-standard game made for

their overpriced console Gaze in wonder

r picks up a game that,

you know... you KNOW i:

and pays £45 for the privilege. Watch i

they walk past the few r

Dreamcast consoles being sold off for

between £43 (second hand in GAME
folks) and £1 00 (with three free games
and a VM card) to pay full w
game you wouldn't use to wipe your

shoes with

laugh...

you'll cry. The world isn't fair and you've

just realised the inevitable. The GameCube
is great, and you can play Super

Monkeybalt, but that's it as far as original

SEGA titles go (at least your gaming soul

will be somewhat purer than a PS2

!). Forget the Xbox - its

make the Dreamcast look like a runaway

story. But. if you want Virtua

Fighter 4 (and believe us you do) then

you're going to end up buying a PS2. If

you haven't already got one, that is.

It's easy to get bitter, after all when
you see a great machine, with fantastic

games being totally ignored by the

"In March 2001 SEGA issued a press released stating

that is was halting production of the Dreamcast"

12
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general public in Favour of a more

expensive, technically inferior version.

It's not always about the games, often

it's about marketing, sales and never

underestimating the stupidity of people

who JUST DON'T UNDERSTAND! But

still, at least you've played good games

like Phantasy Star Online, Shenmue,

and Soul Calibur. You played them long

ago when other Sony owners were

playing Tomb Raider 5 on their

crumbling systems. So take those

memories with you and keep playing

the games until you've had enough -

buy the games you missed out on first

time around at bargain bucket prices

and convince anybody you know that a

Dreamcast for £50 is better than a PS2

for £200.

We would just like to end the article,

and our magazine, with a message to a

company close to what remains of our

hearts: Sony! We will buy your console,

we will buy SEGA games made for it
-

especially Virrua Fighter 4 (which, we
note with glee, appears to be urinating

over Tekken 4 from a considerable

height!). We will give yoi

earned money... but we

S <&, ^L

End of an era
Hi had to come to an end at some
point, didn't it? The Dreamcast was a

damn fine tittle machine with some
excellent games - of course, I'm more
than happy that SEGA sacrificed it in

order to continue doing what it does
best, rather than going under for the

sake of pride and leaving us without

a truly great games developer. Still.

" help but think that the

demise of the Dreamcast is like the

death of a celebrity that wasn't very

popular - when they were alive, they

got nothing but bad press and then

as soon as they snuff it, everyone's

saying what a shame it is that

they're gone. Curious...

Martin Mathers
Games Editor. CUBE
Favourite Game:
Skies Of Arcadia

always been a fan of SEGA ai

it rather disappointing that It

What can you say that hasn't already

been said? If there were any justice in

the world then SECA's criminally

overlooked 118-bit console would still

be going strong today. It was the

machine that had it all: a decent

launch line-up, a competitive price

point, great games and Internet

access out of the box. How could it

fail? Simple: bad advertising. For

example, with Namco's stunning

conversion of Saul Calibur the

Dreamcast had its very own killer app.

So, did we see footage of the game in

the ads? Did we hell. Instead we got

images of people in barber shops and

voiceovers from jumped up little

spiders like Malcolm McLaren. Then
just as the publishers and public were
beginning to realise that SEGA's

machine was actually rather good
Uncle Sony steps in and steals SEGA's

thunder with a bunch of hot air

regarding the PS2 - a machine which

we now know offers precious little

over our beloved DC. Game Over

!• There's little point wagging the

finger, but the Dreamcast
unfortunately failed to igi

interest In casual gamers and that

was the reason, ultimately, why it

has met this unfair end. This might
have been due to a lack of decent
marketing of its software, it might
have been thanks to the PS2 and
Sony's much more craftier hype-

machine - who really knows? What is

certain is that many of you guys who
have been reading Dreamcast
Magazine are the true faithful. Able

to recognise a quality console and

stick with it and with the games that

have been released over the last few
years it's easy to see why. So, well

done, and if you have yet to buy an

Xbox, PS2 or GameCube might I

recommend that you buy a copy of

CUBE, PLAY or XBM so that you can
make an informed purchasing

decision? Thanks for reading and
take it easy.

Luckily, it is still continuing to make
games for other formats Including

PS2 and GameCube and these games
are sure to be massive hits, SEGA
has a knack of combining fast action

with good control making all their

games fun. Among the many
highlights the Dreamcast has held

for me have been Virluo Tennis,

Crazy Taxi and not forgetting the

return of Sonic the Hedgehog. I truly

believe that the Dreamcast is a

superb piece of hardware and at a

bargain price of £49.99 you will be
hard pushed to find anything better

for your cash. So long SEGA... it's

Jl
News Editor. PLAY magaiini

Favourite Game:
Soul Calibur

Why? WHY? Why did the best

console on the market suffer such an

Ignoble and Ignored fate. What is

wrong with people? It was cheaper

? PS2. i e better

than on the PS2 (especially at the

start) and It had a built in modem tor

online gaming. It even had the best

beat-'em-up ever. Soul Calibur 2, which

wasn't bettered until Sega themselves

made Virrua Fighter A. I loved my
Dreamcast. right up until the point

where I spilt coffee into it and smoke
came out of the side. Shame the vision

went a bit wonky after that.
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Probably the last third-party game to come out for the Dreamcast, it

would be nice if it was something really special. Surprisingly, it's an
RTS game. But is it special? Read on...

e good guys being the IPC. or con

)C MOBS original and inspiring titles. From J

mad rhythm action g
Amiga to the calm and

, it was clearly the place to I

:y. One genre it
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"Sometimes it looks like an old BBC c

e tanks, send in the choppers
tanks again to clear up the
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"In no way a last hurrah for the Dreamcast"

tm**HS >by tl

most inspiring of terrain.
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before crashing into the earth,
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Cannon Spike
A mindless arcade shooter - lovingly created
exactly the way grandma used to make them...

It always seems a little bit too
' easy to convert an arcade game
over to a home console and the

Dreamcast has had more than its Fair

share of ports. Some of them have been
worth bringing across - like Crazy Taxi

and House Of The Dead. Whilst other"

games can appear to be a complete

waste of time and effort. Sadly, the

Capcom shooter Cannon Spike falls

squarely into the latter category.

It's not that this game isn't fun to play,

because it is. But if you do end up
playing this, you'll soon realise that you
may as well scoop out your grey matter

into a nearby bin because brains are not a
necessary requirement for participation.

In fact, this is the very definition of a

brainless shoot- 'em-up and any attempt

at a story is, at best, weak. These kind of
games are usually very shallow anyway,

but Cannon Spike makes a kids paddling

pool look like the Pacific Ocean.

Your job, as a member of a Special

Forces team, is to kill robot terrorists

who are (take a wild guess!) threatening

the world. To say that this do good'

made up of an odd bunch is a

major understatement. There are seven

le game and these include

some classic Capcom characters that you
should recognise. The delightFul

Stree[Fighter babe Cammy is begging for

you to play with her - as is Gnosis And
Goblins man Arthur and the lovely pint-

sized Megaman.

Power Trip
Each of the characters in Cannon Spike

has their own weapon and special attack,

but all of them burn lights onto the

backs of your eyes. This kind oF eye

candy is pretty much a given with big

arcade shooters, but the crisp visuals and
bright light effects of Cannon Spike mean
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Why mould you want Co

can fight for a kitty?
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yOu never tire Of watching your gun Fire

into the hoards of deserving robots This

is a good thing as each character only has

four or five methods of attack!

Controlling this game couldn't be

easier - you move with the stick and

shoot with the buttons! Now. this may
sound a tad patronising, but here's the

clever bit: if you hold down the shoot

button your character becomes fixed,

allowing you to strafe From side to side.

Add ti d you're free ti

pretty much do anything you want whilst

weaving in and out of the trigger-happy

robot hordes.

As you get onto the later stages the

game genuinely requires some skill. When
we say skill we mean proper skill -

because the controls are so blindingly

simple, you never have to worry about

anything other than choosing your

targets and dodging enemy fire. IF you

mess up in Cannon Spike it's because you J
made a mistake! If you've ever played the M

93

"If you do end up playing this, you'll soon

realise that you may as well scoop out your

grey matter into a nearby bin"

Get 'Em Off

> If you've ever played Ghosts 'n' Goblin:

you should recognise this happy characK

called Arthur. Now. in the aforementione

classic piece of gaming history you lost

your armour when you were hit, leavin

poor Arthur with nothing but a pair of

"inish the game and you get cc

again... er. if you're into that

of thing.
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Going Downhill

"There's only so far you

can take mindless killing
'"

it becomes
numningly repetitive -

just ask any serial killer"
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monotony. Even classics like Smash TV

suffered this problem after a while, but at

least with that old game you were being

constantly bombarded with impossible

odds and. essentially, given no time to

think. This isn't the ease in Cannon Spike

as the robot drones are few - at most

you'll get ten on the screen at the same

time. This simply isn't enough!

Spiked
Unfortunately, this pretty much sums up

Cannon Spike because there just isn't

enough of anything to make your visit to

infinite-ammo city worthwhile There just

isn't any kind of replay value to be found.

Matters aren't helped any by the fact that

this game is incredibly easy to

finish. Switch the game onto the

easy setting (affectionately

known as baby'lj a

through all ten of t : levels in a little

The arenas you fight in are small and

the handful of waves you get are hardly

overwhelming. In the arcade you might

drop a coin in ancJ play for five minutes

or so off of one credit, but in this home
version you get three credits right off the

bat. More than enough to finish the

game with no problems 5even characters

may sound like a lot. but spend one day

with this game and you'll soon learn just

how little there is to do. The ending

sequences, consisting of several still

images, hardly make up for this with a

worthwhile reward!

There is no real reward for playing this

game. You're not going to unlock any

extra characters, level:

anything like that. This is a pure arcade

conversion and the only extras you get

for your money is a gallery of artwork. It

is undeniably very nice artwork, but it's

not exactly what you want to be seeing

after the couple of hours of play it takes

to see all of the ending sequences!

If you really want a happy ending in

your life, it's probably better to avoid

Cannon Spike altogether. /?^\
Mike Richardson VJ9)

"If you've ever played

the classic Smash TV,

you'll know exactly

what kind of gameplay

we're talking about"

£,) 1
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II Capcom's final Dreamcast release

rock your world or simply have you

headbanging against a brick wiall?

Read on and find out, dear reader...

-.. Reports of the Dreamcast's demise
.-"' have been circulating around for

well over a year, yet still new software

continues to appear for SEGA's hugely

overlooked console. Anyway, this latest

offering comes from Capcom. which (as

you probably know) has been one of the

most loyal supporters of the 128-bit

system. The company has given gamers a

string of excellent titles including the

superb Resident Evil Code: Veronica, the

sublime Power Stone games and the

exceptional Capcom Vs. SNK titles.

However (and rather sadly), Heavy Metal:

Gcomatrix Falls far short of the standards

set by the aforementioned classics.

The game is based o

illustrated novels (Kev

the Heavy Metal

Eastman acted

project) and is set

re humans have

ind misery of

iw live out their

virtual reality

known as the 'Geomatrix
1

. Unfortunately,

whilst everyone has been larking around

in this brave new world, pollution has led

to the melting of the polar icecaps in the

real world. The result is that only a few

pockets of land have remained above the

ensuing flood water. Consequently,

several gangs have formed and are now

fighting it out in the Geomatrix for

2*
|
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Death Metal
What this boils down to in gameplay

terms is a somewhat awkward
amalgamation of the third-person shooter

and beat-'em-up genres. If you imagine a

mix of Power Stone. Spawn In The

Demon's Hand and Outtrigger (but with

most of their good points removed) then

you'll get the idea of how this plays. A
whopping total of three (yes. three!)

game modes are on offer: Arcade.

Chaosmatrix and Two-Player

The first of these is a straight

conversion of the coin-op version and the

last (as you might expect) allows you to

battle it out against a friend in a dire

split-screen scenario. Sadly, the online

options of the Japanese version have been

removed here. So that leaves us with the

Geomatrix mode, which, to be perfectly

honest, i

Played o

similar to those featured in the PSone

release Metal Gear Solid: Special

Missions, you simply pick a character

(most of whom are armed with a huge

weapon) from one of four gangs and

shoot, punch and kick your way through

the opposition - occasionally stopping to

pick up a few items on the way. In fact,

this is pretty much what happens in all

the game modes.

Hot Metal
Now this sort of thing has been done

before and worked very well, but in

Heavy Metal: Geomatrix a list of flaws

combine to ensure that the game never

excites or engages the player in any

manner. So what's the problem? Well, it's

not the characters, which incidentally

were designed by Simon Bisley (who has

worked on Judge Dredd projects among

others), the 12 fighters are all nicely

realised if somewhat Americanised in

their styling and their arsenal of

weaponry looks suitably beefy.

However, the same cannot be said of

the lacklustre environments in which the

Most of these are

rather spartan in appearance and lack any

kind of sparkle. Making

game camera. The ludi

fights from often make i

impossible to gauge your

position against that of your foe. Indeed

after a few minutes' play a feeling of

"This is a listless

piece of software that

won't even hold any

appeal to the fans of

the comic books on

which it is based"

[mmsmstfl
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Freestyle $
It's exactly like Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2, only on a scooter... and
without as many moves... or characters... or levels... and it's really
easy and slow. Damn.
v We've seen it a million times
.*' before - one company comes up
with a storming idea For a game, then

suddenly there's a slew of near-identical

titles coming from all directions. What's

more, they usually all suck, as no matter

how hard they try, these new games
simply cannot match the excellence of the

game they're attempting to emulate.

StreetFighter 2 ended up being copied

into infinity. Super Mario Brothers started

a whole wave of platform replicas... the

list goes on. Now that consoles have

developed as far as they have though,

you'd have thought that the games
developers might have learned to come
up with their own ideas, eh? Err. no...

In a desperate attempt to

the fad of those annoying rr

that many kids and some pretentious

adults have bonght into. Freestyle Scooter

takes one of our Favourite games to date
(namely, Tony Hawk's Pro Skater 2) and
replaces the skateboard with a scooter.

Then it makes the graphics slightly worse
- they're nice, but not exactly detailed -

slows the gameplay right down and turns

the whole thing into a game that'll appeal

more to the 'youth of today... sounds

great, yes? Maybe not... and if you're

feeling cynical, you can replace the phrase

'youth of today' with those too young or

gullible to know a blatant cash-in when

Of course, the problem we've got with

Freestyle Scooter isn't that it openly

borrows from the great Tony Hawk's 2 -

if it was anywhere near as good then

we'd be shouting loudly from the

rooftops about how you should buy it. To

be honest, it's probably as close to Uncle

Tony's game as you could possibly get

without getting arrested for copyright

theft; the moves, goal and level system

are all replicated rather convincingly.

Scoot Or Die
No. the thing that makes Freestyle

Scooter such a disappointment is that for

all the incredibly well-borrowed ideas it

has, the developers appear to have

28
|
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Completing a Challenge

stage in one flawless run

Isn't exactly difficult...

Icooter
anything extra on top of

the game worth owning.

>me examples? Well, there

start with a further seven to unlock as

you save your friends. Sadly, they're all

exactly the same - with no added Special

Moves to discover or increased abilities

over one another, there's absolutely no

incentive what so ever to play through the

game agai

there are the levels.

although there are i

through, there are t

levels with objectiv<

It's not that Freestyle Scooter is a bad

game - for the younger gamers out there,

it's a decent alternative to the 'tougher'

Tony Hawk's 2. For the rest of you

though, we doubt you'll get anything

more than a few hours worth of play out

of it and that's hardly worth the asking

prta ;it?

Martin Mathers

ne stages

ily three a.

complete.

lal big

Considering the other six Challenge levels

can tie completed in less than a minute

once you know what you're doing, the

replay value shrinks even more. And as for

the music... oh my god, please don't get

us started on that It all sounds exactly

the same! Eight tunes, my arse.

"For all Hie incredibly

well-borrowed ideas it

has, the developers

appear to have forgotten

to do anything extra on

top of them to make the

game worth owning"

That's What
Friends Are For

Dramas
©pinion
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Gorgeous visuals? Check. Massive weapons? Check. Tons of levels?
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Thermography lets you si

through brick wall

M CPU
Hi MLM I

tjcpu n

r? cpu o j>

it - after all, the object of the game
is to use guns to wipe out your enemies

within the confines of a small arena... and

that's it. Still, SEGA's own attempt at the

genre certainly manages to bring at least

some new ideas to the table over previous

efforts, so it's definitely not just a clone

of what we've seen before. Even if it were

though, it would still be the most

gorgeous clone we've ever seen (growl).

Although the main crux of the game is

obviously aimed towards the multiplayer

side (be it you against friends or you

against computer opponents!
, you might

find that you're a bit limited in your

selection of characters, weapons and

levels to begin with You'll probably notice

all the question marks and locked out

options that seem to appear wherever

you go - that's where the solo game
comes in. To bolster the game for those

who are without friends (not that there's

;rof for

"You can choose which default weapons you

get to carry, which face your enemies see

before they die and even what colour clothing

you're wearing - it's all rather cool"

r
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Back To The Roots
Although you'll certainly never have seen it in your lotal arcade

(unless you live In Japan, seeing as it only came out over there),
Outtrlgger was originally an AM2 arcade game. It may be only
lust coming out on the Dreamcast. but the original appeared in
November 1999 - beFore games like Ferrari 355 Challenge and
WWheeler. All four of (he main characters were there for you to
fight with, although it only had a selection of 1 2 levels and a
handful of special weapons (showing just how much AM2 has
added for the home version). It also used a unique
trackball/joystick method for control - the joystick For character
movement and the trackball (or 'Eyeball', as it was called) to aim
your weapons. What's more, up to four machines could be linked
together to allow top deathmatth

Tick Tock, Tick Tock

.
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player, with the option to choose which

default weapons you get to carry (homing

missiles and a UMR sir?), which face your

enemies see before they die and even

what colour clothing you wear - it's all

rather cool. Sure, it's not exactly

comprehensive but then when all you're

doing is pointing a gun at someone and
then splattering their brains over the wall

behind them, that's not really what you're

looking for.

Weapon Of Choice
Like we said though, the focus point of

Outlrigger is the multiplayer Vs mode...

and boy, what a deathmatch experience

that is. It's true that many of the arenas

are somewhat smaller than those found in

Unreal Tournament or Quake III: Arena,

although some of the levels - such as the

Water Temple or the Dreamcast -exclusive

Japanese sanctuary stage - are quite large

in comparison.

Rather than confining the action

though, these new-style levels actually

make each battle more intense; with less

places to hide, there's less chance of

players running around aimlessly for ages.

Combine this with such gadgets as the

Thermography Goggles, which show you

the heat signature of your opponents

"Outlrigger with online play would probably get

around 96%... it doesn't have it, so we'll mark it

down to 92%. Not bad, eh?"

[even through walls), and you'll find that

the action hardly ever lets up.

Another new feature is how you score -

rather than simply getting a number of

frags to your name, you can now collect

points in two ways: Killing an enemy gets

you one point, but if you want that extra

score you'll need to collect the medal

dropped by your fallen foe. Naturally, this

brings up all sorts of opportunities for the

sly player, as rather than wading into the

action and risking getting blown away,

clever people might prefer to hang back

and then nip in to grab any stray medals

before the rightful owner can pick them

up. It's a great addition to an already ace

game - multiplayer battles are always a

close-run thing because of the chance to

pick up much-needed points. Some levels

are quite small so the chances are there

for those who know how to take them...

Guns Out For Hie Lads
Of course, the problem we're facing is

that on the one 'hand you've got what

has to be by far the most enjoyable first

person shoot-'em-up game on the

Dreamcast today and on the

need to consider that there's no

opportunity to play the game onli

thanks to SEGA's decision

Gorgeous graphics... no online pla^

loads of levels, weapons, character

one-player longevity... no online pi;

slowdown-free multiplayer

it - we just can't bring ourselves to

Quite simply. Outrrigger IS better t

Quake III: Arena and Unreal Tourna

lacking

a look at it in percentag

think about it like this —

Outtrigger with online play would

probably get around 96%... it does

Not bad. eh? Oh. and if you think

wrong, you might want to try actually

playing the damn thing before saying

So there.

Martin Mathers

o

L %^"
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Quake III Arena
It's the daddy of all fragfests. It's got online
play. It's arrived on the Dreamcast. Do you
have what it takes to enter the Arena?

has simply been holding pack and now it

looks like the floodgates are about to

burst on the online gaming dam. After

months of waiting, we're about to get

another taste of online pleasure...

everyone say hello to Quake III Arena
In all honesty. Quake III Arena isn't

exactly anything new - its been around or

the PC for practically a whole year and as

such, has been played to death by the

online gaming community already. Also,

there was plenty of controversy when id

announced the game in the first place;

because the previous Quake titles had

consisted of a solid one-player game with

3*
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"Going on first impressions, the guys at Raster

Productions certainly deserve a pat on the hack

for the job they've done on the conversion"

ir-i

multiplayer deathmatches bolted on.

releasing a game based solely on

deathmatches was frowned upon. "How

can you play a deathmatch on your own?"

many people wondered, as well as

exclaiming the usual, "It'll probably be crap"

when presented with something they didn't

understand. Oh. how wrong they were...

Quake, Rattle and Roll
So, after taking the PC world by storm

and starting one of the greatest

debates/arguments in the history of

games (we've played both of them and

still can't decide whether we prefer

Ouake III or Unreal Tournament) it was

only natural that some bright spark

decided to convert it to other formats.

With a Play5tation2 version also on the

way - being converted by EA with no

online abilities... haha! - it's a comfort to

know that SEGA was so committed to

bringing the game to the Dreamcast as a

great way to properly kick off the online

gaming drive. Considering all the hype

the game has received then, can Quake

III live up to the expectations where

other hyped games have failed miserably?

First impressions seem to suggest a

resounding "Yes" across the board - going

:>F people who thoughl

jod as it is (and then

as) the guys at Raster

.inly deserve a pal

realised that it

Productions ce

back for the job they've done

conversion. Running at a consistent 30fps

and offering a level of detail unparalleled

on the Dreamcast so far, it seems th

PC conversions con be done well if

done properly (are you listening.

Capcom?!. The ability to use either

the Dreamcast pad (intuitive, but a

little unwieldy) or the keyboard and

(the way it was meant to be played) also

allows a variety of control tastes to be

[1] Even It you're somewhere else, you'll

lie loin when people net trapped In the

arena. [21 There he Is. . . quick, alter mm!

I3| It you see a rochet coming inwards

you. It's iroiably a good Idea to get nut ol

the way nuicfcly. Find yourself a good

sunt and you can splalter people from

above helnre they can see you coming!

Drpamcd?.t r\/.aQa.;ine
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Confidential Mission
Tuxedos, vodka martinis and a handful of suave chat-up lines at the

ready... it's time to become the ultimate gun-toting spy!

.. Think back to when you were
*' young (if you're as old as us,

(hat's a whole lot of thinking) and try to

remember what you wanted to be when

you grew up. A train driver? A fireman?

An astronaut? Maybe. For us though, we
were raised in the days of black tuxedos,

the odd trip to Russia to save the world

from nuclear war and men with a licence

to kill... you see, back when we were

nippers, everyone wanted to be James

Bond. The women, the cars, the

excitement and the women - we wanted

it all... especially the women. As we got

older, though, we had to make do with

what we could get - watching the films

on video, playing ColclenEye on the N64

and mixing vodka martini in a

tupperware jug was about as close as we
e have the

t "Hitmaker has obviously put a lot of effort into

providing enough incentive to keep gamers

coming back for more"

chance to get dressed up and act all

secret agent-like once again... iF only to

play SEGA's latest shoot-'em-up

conversion and escape our drab little

lives for a few minutes....

Do You Expect Me To Talk?
Converted from the arcade game of the

issue 1 8). Confidential Mission is a game
that'll bring a big smile to the faces of

those of you that own House Ot The

Dead 2. Why? Because after aeons of

waiting, you'll finally get the opportunity

to dust off that Dreamcast lightgun and

go blasting all over again. Of course, you







each level. While this isn't that big a deal,

it's still enough to inject some variety into

the game Then there's the Partner mode,

where two players have to work together

in order to beat the bad guys; you can

only shoot enemies of your own colour

(red or blue respectively) so being alert is

essential. There's even an option on the

main menu that allows you to connect to

the official Confidential Mission Web site

and download new missions... once

you've managed to complete the original

ones, of course.

The Spy Who Loved Me
Considering how many good things there

are to say about Confidential Mission,

you're probably wondering why it didn't

manage to scrape into the 90 per cent

category. The reason is that despite being

great fun and looking wonderful, there is a

major gripe What is it. you ask? Well, it's

that the main Arcade mode is over a bit

too quickly for our liking. Yes. the levels

are reasonably big but when you consider

the fact that you don't get the opportunity

to change the route that you take through

each stage, the basic game really is rather

short. Only three stages' House Of The

Dead 2 had six, and even then most of the

levels hdd Jt least two different routes to

take through them which adds up to...

ooh. quite a few we reckon. Needless to

say. you'll see pretty much all the original

arcade game has to offer (along with

those wacky out-takes during the credits)

in the space of a few days.

Still, there is plenty more besides the

Arcade mode to keep you busy (even if

that does appear to end a bit quickly as

well) and it's this fact alone that keeps us

from coming down like a ton of bricks on

Confidential Mission. If SEGA had taken

the route that so many other developers

seem to be going down with arcade

conversions these days (yes Capcom.

we're looking at you] and not made any

improvements to the original arcade

game. Confidential Mission would be an

incredibly shallow and disappointing

experience. But hey... this is SEGA we're

talking about, isn't it? Exactly. That's why
we'd recommend Confidential Mission as

another of those games that is worth

considering if you're looking for

blasting fun - especially if you've got a

lightgun In fact, why aren't you already

on the way to the shop, eh? What's

wrong with you?

Martin Mathers

"The fact that you don't get to change the route

that you take through each stage means that the

basic game is rather short"
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Gentlemen, put away your mops and dusters,
it's time to get out your guns, your armour
and your six-legged, cigar-smoking pooch -

there's some serious action on the way!

1

1

\ Who'd have ever thought that a
.'* lowly janitor could be the saviour

of the world? Surely it would be down to

Superman or some other superhero to

cash in on a little bit of extra publicity.

But no, it was good old Kurt Hectic,

dressed in his skin-hugging Neoprene

outfit, who came to save the day when
the world was crying out for help. So the

Earth's been saved and we can all take a

great big sigh of relief. But what's this?

The ghastly, monstrous Streamriding

aliens are back for a second pop at

vanquishing planet earth - surely not?

Errr, 'fraid so... and all before Kurt's ever

had a chance to change out of his ever-si

sexy outfit. Jesus, not again. Why does

the same old stuff have to happen to the

same guy twice?

i we go again
Well, here's news for you as you've got

nothing to Fear where MDK2 is

concerned. Remember MDK1 Thought
i

"MDK2 is nothing short of being a fantastic and

brilliantly innovative game. End of story!"
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was a little to the leFt oF average? Then

cast your fears to one side as MDK2 is

nothing short of being a fantastic and

brilliantly innovative game. End of story.

Yes, there are a few faults here and

there, but nothing's perfect. As far as

third-person shoot- em-up/adventu re

games go. MDK2 is a shining example ol

what can really be done with the genre

and what can really be done with the

power of the Dreamcast. Not convinced

Allow us to explain...

MDK2 has virtually everything you

need in a game- looks, style, depth.

great characters, story and gameplay to

die for. Hell, there's even a dog for you

animal-loving folk out there (he might

have lung cancer, but that's not the

point). As the game kicks in. you

immediately know that you're in for

something a little bit cool and a little bit

special. Like in Rayman 2, there's a

training area to start you off where you

can get to grips with the controls and

learn how to use the sniper-rifle and

ribbon chute. Then it's straight into the

action and boy. is there a bundle-load of

it. It's all aliens, aliens, aliens from here-

on in. mixed with a liberal spraying of

bullets and throwing of grenades in their

direction, along with the odd bit of

puzzle solving. Set over nine levels.

there's a whole host of killing fun to be

had, so you're going to have to set

yourself on 'gratuitous violence mode' if

you're going make it through alive... the

world is counting on you.

Three's Company
It would seem that this game shines in

every area, even more so than Kurt's

spangly suit, but where MDK2 really takes

gaming to another level is in the

incorporation of a large and diverse array

of gameplay. It would have been easy

enough to have made all three characters

fundamentally the same, but as it is Kurt,

Max and Or Hawkins all have their own
individual style, meaning that there's three

times the fun to be had and three times

the gameplay. When playing with Kurt, the

e 34
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Yet another
arcade game
arrives on
Dreamcast,
but can it take

the pace of

console life

gunless? Don't
ask stupid

questions...

'., We're a lucky lot really, aren't
,•' we? After all, what other games
console can boast a ready source of top

arcade games just waiting to make their

merry way into the world of home
entertainment? House Of The Dead 2.

SEGA Rally 2. Crazy Taxi, F355
Challenge, SEGA Bass Fishing. Virtua

Tennis - need we go on? And now Silent

Scope. That's what you call quality.

Life Through A Lens
However, whereas the likes of Crazy Taxi

and Virtua Tennis came with bucketloads

of Dreamcast extras, thus making them a

whole lot more than just another arcade
'. Konami has only made what

a token effort to make Silent

Scope bigger and better than its arcade

counterpart. Just how difficult would it

have been to create a whole new DC-

exclusive scenario or even just include the

scenario from the arcade sequel? But no,

all we get is a new Training mode to add

to the already existing Training mode
from the arcade version (although it has

been updated]. In fact, the game is more
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like the DC The House Of The Dead 2

than anything else in regards to extra

Features, or lack of. But then why

complain when the limited amount that

Silent Scope does have to offer is so

damn good?

Get it into your heads now. S'lenf

Scope is not your average sort of game.

What other game boasts a replica semi-

automatic PSG-1 as a peripheral in the

arcade and turns you into a professional

sniper killer? Anyone? Whereas THOTD2

and Zombie Revenge were all about

running around in a zombie-killing frenzy.

Silent Scope plumps for more of a

simulation-styled approach to the action,

and for that it's not just highly original

but totally ingenious too. The fact that

the whole concept lends itself to some

incredibly dynamic gameplay, which

might come as a surprise, only goes to

prove the point.

Super-Sharp Shooter
As ex-Marine Corps super-sharp shooter

Bryce Estes, you've been recruited by

the US Government in a bid to free the

"In evenr respect the

game is arcade-perfect"

kidnapped President and his family

from a reactionary terrorist group and

three of the world's most feared

mercenaries - Scorpion. Cobra and

Hornet. Can you take the pressure?

Your mission begins in the streets of

the city as you go about rescuing the

family one by one. before venturing

further afield and taking on the hard-

as-nuts bosses. As you'd imagine, it

starts off pretty easy, but as you trek

through the game it gets harder, much

harder. Which is where the beauty of

the game lies, as no matter how far you

manage to get in your mission you will

without fail find yourself coming back

6 S.H MBTJO
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The Usual S

o get tl little

bit further. Addiction doesn't

compulsive than this.

However, it's not just the main Story

mode of the game that'll keep your ass

glued to your seat, your trigger finger

busy and your eyes on stalks for hours

e started playing the new Training

lat in amongst all the other cardb
d sausage- fingered Art Edito

him in (he face.
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and hours. Hell no. Just as that mode
will keep you coming back for

more, so too will the extensive Training

modes - after all. who got anywhere

without a bit of hard training

while? If you didn't know the meaning

of compulsive gameplay before

lldoo

been sat in front of this lot for a Few

hours. With the addition of three new
Training levels - Farm. River and Cave -

all with four separate games, you're

going to be hooked. And as you go

about beating high scores left, right and

centre, this becomes a real bad case of

the 'just one more go' syndrome. So be

- get ready for some late nights.

nights

Bullet TTirough The Head
So. you're thinking, this is all well an

good, but how well does it work wit

the mounted sniper rifle? Well, it mij

the control system actually works really

well. You don't get the kind of interaction

that you would with a gun. but so long

a decent level of hand/eye

O problem. As a

result the gameplay isn't affected in any

game-destroying way and in I

world is depending on you.

All told, there's no denying that Sil

Scope is yet another dreamy arcade p

even despite the fact that it is

depressingly limited in its content. In

every respect the game is arcade-pen

It looks the part, it sounds the part a

most importantly, it plays the part -

1

without a mounted sniper rifle. If not

game that you'll play solidly for mom
on end. there's no doubt that you wil

find yourself coming back to it time ;

again whenever you've got a spare fe

minutes to waste away... just be

prepared to end up there all night.

Alex Warren '

TOIM. UK 11-41-30 SCORE 00077900
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Unreal Tournament
Big warriors with even bigger guns and more
frags than you can shake a stick at - the

war of the first-person shoot-'em-ups just

got even better...

PC and the PlayStation2 before It] to gc

the chance to play Unreal Tournament o

•., Much like many other great
.-' oppositions in life, be it in

gender (lads or lasses), politics

(Labour or Conservative) or soap

operas (Extenders or Coroncilron

Street, obviously), the battle for

domination in the world of first-person

shoot-'em-ups comes down to two

giants - Quake III Arena or Unreal

Tournament. Either you go mad for

Ouake or prefer the action of Unreal...

for some reason, there seem to be

very few people who go for both in

this crazy mixed-up world that we
live in. While the pair have clashed

several times in the past on other

platforms, it's been pretty much a one-

horse race over on the Dreamcast, so the

petty squabbling

. However, now that

Unreal Tournament is finally being

unleashed onto the Dreamcast. it's no

longer necessary for gamers to side with

one game just because it's the only one

available. Believe us, this is going to

cause some serious arguments before the

The Un-Real World
Of course, Dreamcast owners have spent

a fair old while waiting (as well as

watching the game appear on both the

you that the wait has most certainly been

worth it... people wanting some serious

bloodshed, heavy artillery and even more
bloodshed will be in heaven. For the

record though, it's worth saying that if

you're expecting a PC-perfect conversion

then you might as well give up hope now
- unless you're some kind of delusional

freak, it was pretty clear from the day

Infogrames announced it that the

Dreamcast version of Unreal Tournament

-u:.:f n eupt<

more powerful PC brother's standards.

Mind you. it's a damn sight better to pla

than the sluggish monstrosity that

appeared on the PlayStation2 recently...

"It was pretty clear from the day Infogrames

announced it that the Dreamcast version would

never live up to its bigger PC brother's standards"

(bfj
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Unreal Tournament really does 5

be a contender For the title of 'Best First

Person Shoot-'Em-Up'. To the casual

observer, there might appear to be little

difference between it and Quake III

Arena - after all. you |ust run around an

enclosed arena, shooting people like

crazy until someone reaches the

; the game. Unfortunately.

; of the beast that is the

first-person'shoot-'em-up genre, but to

make Unreal Tournament stand out from

the rest of the crowd. Infogrames has

done its best to keep things fresh by

throwing in a mix of game styles.

Along with the obligatory Deathmatch

mode (and also Team Deathmatch, which

is the regular Deathmatch but in teams...

duhj, there's also the classic Capture The

Flag mode, where stealth and cunning

are just as important as using your gun.

and the rather special Domination mode
- we love it so much, we've dedicated a

whole boxout to it over on page 54. Ail

of these modes offer a different game to

prevent you from tiring of simply blasting

pieces... not that we get tired

of that, you understand.

To accommodate the varied styles of

gameplay, there's also a huge selection of

stages to play on. totalling v.

unlocked them all They're

all selectable within each mode -

specifically Capture The Flag or

Domination levels, while the rest are pure

Deathmatch arenas - but there's still a

lot of arenas on offer, set across a wide

variety of locations such as space

medieval castles and e

of the ghetto. Sure, it'

true that Quake III Arena also had a

variety of levels within which to blast

each other, but where it fell down was in

the multiplayer mode - the more players

you had. the less levels you got to

choose from. Clearly, this is a mistake

"Despite assurances that Unreal Tournament

would definitely be playable over the Net,

Infogrames has removed the option completely"

52
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II ynu ever gel the chance ID Dick oil enemies while they're Untiling amongsi Ihemselves, use it! tiny, it's nnl tike we're aiming to get

thai Infogrames lias decided not to

make, because Unreal Tournament offers

all of the levels, all of the time... which is

great considering that you don't get

bored of the same old levels time and

time again.

Who's The Daddy?
However, whilst all this information is

good to know, what you're probably

concerned witti isn't the size of the levels

or the different characters available - it's

what the weapons are like. After all, the

most important thing about any game
like this is how big the guns are. because

you'll be spending most of your time

using them to the extreme. Well, don't

panic; in comparison to trie weedy

weapons in Quake III Arena, Unreal

Tournament offers some rather meaty

(and in some eases, totally overboardj

devices of destruction for you to play

around with. From the basic Enforcer

Handgun - although these become more

useful once you pick up two of them -

and the impossible-to-use but very messy

Impact Hammer to very cool guns like

the Pulse Gun and the Flak Cannon,

there's plenty of choice and you're bound

to find one that you're entirely happy

with using 99 per cent of the time.

Throw in some total overkill with devices

like the Ripper (spinning razorblades

thrown at high velocity) or the over-the-

top Redeemer (basically a handheld

nuclear device) and the whole thing

leaves us feeling incredibly happy with

the game indeed,

just a bit angry at

;of the best parts of

inal PC game - the Assault mode
i gunman' style

ated in the regular Deathmatch

mode. Assault managed to transform a

straightforward blasting frenzy into a

more strategic and cerebral game. The

crux of the game was a number of

mission-based levels, with the goal being

to go up against a team of opposing

achieving your goal (rescue the prisoner,

stop trie train, capture the boat and so

on) or preventing the enemy from doing

so. depending on the team that you

on. It was, in our opinion, a damn fine

addition to the rest of the game, and

enhanced its appeal significantly - so

naturally, it's been removed for the

Dreamcast version. Why? We'll probably

never know... or if we do. it'll be i

lame excuse about not being able

either do it Justice or squeeze it o

has been left c

tOrjLSlSJgrEia
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"Unreal Tournament

offers some rather

meaty (and totally

overboard)

devices of

destruction for you

to play around

with"

that's something that really makes us

feel just the tiniest bil disappointed.

Quake III, My Arse!
Other gripes that should be brought up

are those that seem to come around

simply because of trade-offs made

against keeping the game running

smoothly. The graphics, while consistently

decent, aren't quite as hot as they could

tie (after all. we've all seen what

Outlriggcr is looking like on the

Dreamcast and that's only preview code)

but this was most likely done out of

necessity rather than sheer laziness.

What's more, playing the game with

multiple players on one machine seems to

restrict the number of bots you can bring

into an arena at the same time - anything

ir against two human players to

when four people are playing at

MS Impact Ha
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A city overrun
with zombies...

the populous
running with
terror... a crazy
genius with
plans of

domination.

Welcome back
to the world of

survival horror!
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'normal') of the city is a

tough enough task, but

Goldman is obviously serious

about destroying humanity. If ™ h

w
*0,*

h
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he wasn't he Id 'r h
matter what you do to hold

wou n nave
buck. Judgement iust keeps

le biggest nasties

to wipe you off tl

Check out these bosses...

from the deep
je trident and

looking to stick it right

ig! He's a hulking brute of where the sun don't shine!

and is pretty much Watch out for the killer piranha

joks a little more fragile... heart whenever you can.



'» "The main Arcade mode is a si

conversion of the big-screen vein

but with major cosmetic touches"

f

John Wayne

Strength
Wearing his little black leathi

mask, you'd think he's some
kind of gimp. Don't say that

his face though or yot

'

to feel the business e
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a look at these two screenshots - the one

e Dreamcast. and the one on the right is

. If you look carefully you can see that th

as actually been developed further than t

tail in the background. It's not often you

ersion is better than the arcade original!

f've difficulty I

each calling on difft

the arcade with
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The Dreamcast finally goei where^Tost of Che other games
console have gone before. L«pk out, deep space... here we come!
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v Apparently, in space no-one can
.•'" hear you scream... unless of

course you're Che pilot of a Coalition

starfighter. in which case you'll manage
to shout: "No. please... NO!" over your

radio for everyone to hear. In fact, that's

what they all scream -either that or

something along the same lines before

exploding into a million atoms How do

we know this? Well, because we've been

playing StarLancer pretty much
constantly since a copy slid its way into

our Dreamcast this month. It's not

because we've been into outer space... at

least, not recently.

Originally released on the PC a fair few
months back, the Dreamcast version of

StarLoncer has had a bit of a troubled

past - in/hat you've actually got here is a

Ubi Soft release of a Crave conversion of

a Warthog game. Confused? Don't worry,

it's not exactly important. All you need to

know is that if you're into action-packed

shoot-'em-ups that look gorgeous and

play like a dream (as well as having a

top-notch story line to boot) then not

buying yourself a copy of StarLoncer is a

really big mistake. Oh, and then there's

the fact that you can go up against five

other would-be fighter pilots in a variety

of online deathmatch frenzies... did we
forget to mention that?

Die, Capitalist Pigs!
Considering that StarLoncer is set way
into the future and we're supposed to

have become a peaceful world by then

(at least, we are according to Sfor Trek)

there are rather too many stereotypical

enemies in space for our liking. The
Western Alliance - basically us and the

Americans - has come under attack

Following the colonisation of Mars and
preparations for exploring the galaxy

from the Eastern Coalition... so that'll be
the Russians and other 'commie b'stards'

then, if the game is to be believed. To cut

a long and rather obviously nicked-from-

the-archives-of-the-lmperial-War-

Museum-story short, they're winning and

we're losing. Hence the reason why
you've been drafted up to join the 45th

Squadron and fight the good fight - all in

the name of capitalism.

What this breaks down into when you

actually sit and play the game is a whole

series of mission-based outings from

your base ship, the Reliant, to solve the

Alliance's problems. Ranging from

protecting Allied convoys and searching

through the rubble of destroyed ships for

"There are so many great things in StarLancer that

we're at a loss for where to begin praising it"

60
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There's nowt quite like the
smell of exploding Coalition

is, to destroying enemy bases and

n trying

Coalition space station, you won't have

much chance to take a breather

isidering the amount of blasting you'

need to do. What's more, none of the

missions ever seem to go according to

plan - you'll be happily flying around

t duty when a whole pack

of Coalition fighters will jump in out of

nowhere and totally change your

objectives. It's that element of surprise

that'll keep you on your toes and eager

to find out what happens next...

I Will Be Avenged... No!
There's no denying that StorLoncer is a

very special game The problem, though,

is how to start the praise - there are so

many great things about it that we're at

a loss for where to begin. Right From the

t, you know you're about to

experience something wonderful simply

Issue 34
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I'll Name That

Game In One

"StarLancer most certainly manages to

jump ahead as one of the killer apps for

online gaming on the Dreamcast"

Wing Commander

m

because of the level of polish that has

been put into the presentation.

Everything looks fantastic, From the FMV
and opening briefings on your current

mission to the in-game space battles

themselves. Then you've got the

incredible detail of all the ships you'll

action and

found during each rr

your fellow wingmates ant

ig to you via the cockpit video link...

you experience the

whole thing you'll never be able to settle

for anything less again.

What's even more shocking is how
Warthog has managed to translate the

iber of controls and options

from the PC g.

Dreamcast controller. Although use of a

keyboard is possible (handy for those

used to the layout of the PC vt

quite easy to j

different combinations on the controller -

firing on the A and B Buttons, speed

controls on the triggers and targeting

and ship systems being a mixture of the

62
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X,Y and D-Pad buttons. It sounds

really really complicated but we promise

it isn't ... honest guv.

The Online Frontier
The biggest surprise, though, has to be

how well the online multiplayer game

actually work?. After the 'one second

delay, get used to it' problems of Chu

Chu Rocket, and minuscule lag on Quake

III: Arena that made it incredibly tricky

to actually hit people, StarLanccr is an

example of near-perfect online play. It's

even got the edge over the other online

titles by supporting more than just four

players at the same time. Finally, it looks

as though Sega is able to take one step

closer to that promised sin billion, if only

by two players. The only real complaint

we'd have to level at the online side of

things is the removal of the Co-operative

mode - being able to play through those

single-player missions with a whole

squadron of online buddies as you could

on the PC version would have been

:. Unfortunately, it i

on the Dreamcast... of course, being

able to blow five of your friends to

smithereens from your own armchair is

enough for most. Basically, you won't

miss it if you haven't experienced it...

And that's the whole case with

ScorLancer on the Dreamcast. If you've

been lucky enough to sit down and play

through the original PC version of the

game, you'll easily be able to point out a

the shortcomings of the Dreamcast

conversion. However, all the things that

ore missing were only really window-

dressing anyway - if you're coming

game for the first time, you won't even

notice that they're absent. Although it's

not quite as big a name as Quake III:

Arena, StarLoncer most certainly

manages to jump ahead as one of the

killer apps for online gaming on the

Dreamcast. whilst also managing to

include a whopping single-player game
into the bargain. It's recommended with

a capital R... and all the other letters as

Dreamt
#piniori

SBanlaMen

[THE JUDGEMENT

2ND OPINION

ALTERNATIVELY

T RATING'

VISUALS 94%

SOUNDS

CAMEPLAY

VALUE 91%
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Soldier of Fortu
jm&sks&A:

Load your weapon, take the safety catch off

and get ready to make one hell of a mess of
anyone that stands in your way...

\ When First released on the PC a
.*'*

lit tie- over a year ago, Soldier of

Fortune caused quite a stir with the

incredibly gory nature of both the

visuals and gameplay. The excellent

graphics coupled with the use of 'gore

zones' on the bodies of characters

meant that it was possible to shoot an

opponent in the arm or leg (sometimes

blowing it clean off), leaving him

screaming in agony, before putting a

bullet in his head. And if you were

feeling particularly twisted it was also

possible to pick up a knife and make a

mess of the body too.

tizzy, for Soldier of Fortune has now
arrived on SEGA's little box. Complete

i 'proper' BBFC 18 certificate, the

game has managed to make the

transition remarkably well - proving

once again th"at the Dreamcast is alive

and kicking regardless of what the

critics might say. Even better, it weighs

in at the bargain price of just £20.

The game is based around the story

of a mercenary called John Mullins, and

follows him around a series of

contemporary and familiar settings

ranging from New York to Iraq. Mullins

is actually a real-life soldier who

MiHtlinnA U.rfiiAtSo. worked as a consultant on the game,
MindleSS MUtllatlOII and his impact has clearly had a major

Now Dreamcast owners can also indulge effect on the look and feel of the

in the kind of mindless mutilation that finished code. That said, it is clear after

had the PC gaming fraternity in such a playing for five minutes that realism is

only applied where it is compatible with

fun and excitement; this is a shooter that

is more akin to Quake III Arena than

Rainbow Six. One shot does not mean
instant death, and the tactics you are

encouraged to use often involve headlong

charges into rooms full of enemies - not

the kind of thing that the military are

likely to encourage in real-life training.

Fun And Playable?
Instead of staying within the confines of

reality then, Raven has gone to work

creating a fun and playable blaster that

uses realistic weapons but doesn't

hamstring the player with the kind of

restrictions that too much realism would

bring. This is a shooter that will get the

adrenaline pumping, and one that

requires lightening reflexes more than

Graphically and aurally. Soldier ol

Fortune is a laudable achievement ably

demonstrating the Dreamcast's ability to

handle PC conversions with relative ease.Hi
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The level of detail on the

characters is quite

impressive and this is matched

by gameplay that sees you able to

kneecap opponents or take them out

with a headshot depending on where you

hit them. Explosions and gunfire sound

terrifyingly life-like and are guaranteed to

get your heart pumping when an unseen

enemy opens fire on you from close

range, while the gore factor is sky-high.

Unload a shotgun blast into a bad guy's

"Graphically and aurally,

it is a laudable

achievement, ably

demonstrating the DC
ability to handle PC
conversions with

relative ease"



Weapon Of Choice

Come Play With Me
oldier of fortune is yet anoth

game that could have made a gn
multiplayer experience. The PC v<

was Internet compatible and vwa>

> uproar when the it

>r Daylona were axe

n point blank range and recoil as

s decorate the room, or use

c weapons to blast limbs from

would-be assailants. It is easy ro see why
the game courted controversy on the PC
- and why it has been awarded that 1

8

certificate this time around.

Fortunately for you. there is a plethora

of death dealing weaponry available,

which comes in most handy when firing

back. These range from the simple knife

through to more sophisticated weapons

such as the shotgun, sub-rr

and sniper rifle. There is ev

line gun

a fictional

death and destruction.

weapons can be bought

Being a mercenary you earn cash, you

see. and the better you do on each level.

the bigger the pay packet awaiting you at

the end of it all. The more money you

have, the better weapons you can afford.



Dream«
©pinion

"

Simple market forces dictate whether or

not you have to knife someone in the

back or blow their head off their

shoulders from half a mile away - a much
more interesting demonstration than an

Pumping Gameplay
So. with pumping gamepiay, admirable

graphics and sound and some truly

quality gore, you may well be wondering

why there's no 90%+ score. The fact is

that the world is by no means perfect. If

it was, we'd be sipping cocktails on a

Caribbean Island whilst watching a mud
wrestling bout between Gail Porter and

Kylie Minogue. The sad fact is that we're

not. The world is not perfect, and neither

is Soldier of Fortune. To begin with, the

game is populated by some of the

dumbest enemies ever to grace the

Dreamcast. Marvel as you can take three

or four shots at them without them

reacting, and laugh as they blunder their

way into the path of your guns with

incredible frequency. Bad guys, it seems,

are not members of the self=preservation

society. Also incredibly frustrating is the

length of the loading times - it seems
that you spend more time waiting for

new areas to load than you do playing

through them.

But the game has another major flaw

that prevents it attaining true greatness.

First-person shooters are very much like

football and sex in one important respect

- they are all far more enjoyable if there

is more than one person involved. The

biggest problem with Soldier of Fortune

and this is a crying shame.

The single-player campaign does offer a

decent enough challenge but a bit of

s the fact that there is

"The lack of multiplayer

bewildering, a fatal flaw

four-player action would have added
greater longevity. One of the

Dreamcast's biggest selling points was
the use of the Internet for a console, but

the lack of multiplayer support for this is

bewildering. Remember the adverts? Sin

billion players? Not much use if people

don't make games that can be played

over the Net. This is a fatal flaw in

Soldier of Fortunes make-up. With

online/multiplayer options this could

have been one of the all-time classics but

as it is it remains simply a great game
with missed opportunities. /fSS
Mike O'SulUvan vg)

support for the game is

in its make-up"

THE JUDGEMENT

2ND OPINION

ALTERNATIVELY

m
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WHO SAID
CUBES HAVE
TO BE SQUARE?
100% UNOFFICIAL NINTENDO GAMECUBE PRODUCT

WORLD FIRST!

US?

1 132 pages

GameCube

goodness!

1 Bursting with

reviews

of all the

GameCube's

latest games!

1 The GameCube

exposed

1 Exclusive

interviews

' In-depth news

and features
FAC-MAN Da |ore igaiore.

• US launch titles

revealed

uujKir2 ' Massive solutions

to the best games

Jift5IR^H^ DRIVE
«td«! tame cvw' daMI>3MF^ I [ZCS3 III Jiti.jll, iwlhi-i

FEATURING:

MARIO SPECIAL • SEGA SOCCER SLAM
TIMESPUTTERS2 • DRIVEN • NBA STREET
BURNOUT* AGENT UNDER FIRE

BLOODY ROAR • PAC-MAN WORLD 2
JIKKYOU WORLD SOCCER 2002
PLUS: WAUERACE BLUE STORM GUIDE

9Uf

THE UK'S ONLY DEDICATED GAIUIECURE MAGAZINE



Atari Jaguar
With FREE Game

X-CELLENT OFFER
An XBox Console Plus
X-tra Controller
Plus ANY Game
For Only E345^
Fantastic PS2 OFFERS
PS2 1 2 Games or 4Bttt
PS2 1 Metal Gear Solid 2 or ^^Bf
PS2 1 Ridge Racer 5 1 Dual Shock Controller

Any one lore230.00
GameBoy steering

Printer Paper WHEEL+PEDALS

£1 5.00 »._ ""g".j g'gg
r Car Adapter* Only £2.<

Buy Any mimvm
2 Products For

OnlyjEJPO

GB Advance 'Back Track' -..;j

GB Color 'Rhino Rumble' s»a
GB Color Yars Revenge' »«<
GB Color Shamus m.<i!

GB Color 'Towers' rrMt.

PlayStation 'Iran Soldier 3' -m

.dHJlH SNK-Neo Geo Console

2S5P And FREE Game Offer
Ex Display I

or Buy AMY Neo Geo Game
At Normal Price

(cm rurcKuM IM Conno!* Otl«r At
B«l An* On* Of Th« Folli

."very LImil •(! Qtfar Prlcn i

Or Buy Any 2 Games listed For Only £100
" '"'.

FC Engine QT
"e"2BoToo"'"

FULL LIST/OFFERS ON OUR WEB SITE: WWW.TELEGAMES.CO.UK

Turbo Grafx Console
"'

S&1&P
"""

PSone Console
With 2 Games £89.99

wmmmw .
», '.l.'.',V iL^x.J.Tf j /..... 'A',..j. <=i^

,1 King Cat Entertainment *»«**«

^Call: 020 8972 9494™,., rs"
B|il"63

« » Mem-Sat 1 lam/7pm L01JDON
mi



Army Men:

Sarge's Heroes
ting your way through tr

Then why not take these special cheats for a i

spin and Brighten up your day! BMi^^^^K !""."

Mare Puzzles J__ ll^Rl:
On the title screen, press X, Left. Right. Left. 1 i "^^ H^V iheM,- icLSl "j

i
) -

X - you II hear a noise If you haue got the 1

\ _™ Capcom characters to

puzzles than you would have normally. ^htk\ • » open item 63 (Morrigan

Bonus Characters <y^ ^n^£ J

"'.r'".:'

1

. '.'';„ "!.

N
!"

At the t.tle screen, press Right, A^BBl k^.^B^ » (rJakoruru)

70 1 Drecsmcca^r MdQtajdne
|
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Expert Mode

No Guiding Arrows

R+Start before the Driver Seleo

message No Arrows' will appea

To play without the green destination marker!

press and hold L+Start before Che Driver

Select screen. A message 'No Destination

Access Tan Bike
To access the Taxi Bike press L+R+Starr three

View Change And Speedometer

Dave Mirra BMX

Play As Slim Jim

Play As Amish Boy

Unlock AH Levels
Press Left, Up. Right, Down, Left, Dowt

n 'fro Quest' mode.

Bike Suspension Mode
Complete tie game w.tt, Chad Kagy

Unlock Night Vision Mode

Daytona USA 2001

Unlock All Bikes
Press Up. Left, Up. Down. Up, Right, Left,

Unlock All Styles
Press press Left. Up. Right. Down, Left,

Down, Right, Up, Left. ¥ at the style select,!

Unlock Big Crash Mode

Unlock Sticky Crash Mode

Unlock Silly Grunt Mode

Play In Fkst Person View

Unlock Ghost Rider Mode

Unlock Exorcist Mode

Unlock Pywackett Barchetla Super

Unlock Rule ol The 9th

Top Speed B5

Unlock The Javelin
Clock up over 100 hours ol playing th

p Speed 1 00

Dead Or Alive 2
3B Character Select

will determine the bounclness of (h

Camera Control

View Hidden Cut-Scene
Play .is Ayane in Story mode When you

ECW Hardcore

Revolution

Win theECWWorlc

s - Win the ECW

Play As Louie Splcolll - Win the ECW
Heavyweight belt in Career mode.

All JoBbers - Defend the ECW World

Heavyweight belt 5 times in Career m
Play As Beulah McGillicutty - Win the

World Tag Team belt in Career mode.

Play As The Sheik - Win the ECW Wo

Big Feet Mode - Completi

mode as Balls Mahoney.

Fat Man Mode - Complett

Hangman Mode - Comple

KPN International

Hack And Field

whole Brighter.

Extra Events
To access the triple jump, high jump, pole vault

and trap shooting events in 'Championship'

Play As Metallic Characters

character enter these names when in

CHEAT CODE
Gold Metallic Player Montreal

Sliver Metallic Player Sydney
Bronze Metallic Player Helsinki

Brown Metallic Player Roma
White Metallic Player Moscow
Blue Metallic Player L.A

Light Blue Metallic Player Munich
Green Metallic Player Mexico

Red Metallic Player Tokyo

Silver/Grey Metallic Player Athens

Orange Metallic Player Atlanta

Purple Metallic Player Seoul

F355 Challenge

hard work will be done for you

Just go to the Options menu, hold X+Y down

CODE
CmqueValvo

LieBeFrsuMi

Fighting Force 2
Select Level

Incoming Cheat Mode
To access the Cheat mode in Incoming all you

have to do is press Up. Dpwn, Left. Right. X.

Up. Down. Left, Right and Yat the main

Fighting Vipers 2

Unlock Bonus Stage
Complete Stage 07 in Arcade mode in less

than 5.50 mins with a Super K.O or with at

Unlock Mayor B.M
with a Super K.O.

and press Up or Down for other outfits

Frogger 2:

Swampy's Revenge

without having to play it all the way through

these cheats might be right up your street.

Level Select

Level Skip
Pause game, hold X and press Right, Left. Up
.3. Right. Left .2

Infinite Lives
Pause game, hold X and press Down ,2, Up.

Down. Right. Down. Up x2.

Unlock All Bonus Levels
Pause game, hold X and press Right. Up x2.

Down. Right, Down. Right.

Unlock All Characters
Pause game, hold X and press Left, Right, Left

ti. Up. Left *2.

Fur Fighters

B 34
|
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Unlock Thin Mode
Complete the maze in Temple of Glnt

Access Hidden Artwork

ROM drive to find artwork of the

Access Mini-Games
Up, R

' "

MINI-GAME

Boss Bonuses

Mini-Game Bonuses

listed goal to unlock the corr

MINI-GAME GOAL
Balloon Lift 10.000 point'

Bear Attack 10.000 point!

Block Puzzle Less than

Bomber Bear 30.000 point:

GTA2
Get $500,000
Enter MUCHCA5H' as a player nam.

Access All Weapons
Enter BIGGUNS 1

as a player name.

Guilty Gear X

Fight As Teslment

Fighl As Dizzy

Unlock Guilty Bear Mode

°

View Character's Endings

euentually manage to unlock all the [racks an

Race In A Fishing Boat
Not satisfied with all tne boats on offer?

Well, to play as a fishing boat you must first

unlock all the hidden tracks. Tnen. when at

the Boat Selection screen, highlight Thresher

Shoulder buttons and press View twice. Then

Right. Left, A
Down. Right. Up. Right,

Left, B

Down, Left. B, Left, B, B
iwn. B. B. A. Up. be ft. Right

Turbo Start

rt hold the Left Shoulde

JoJo's Bizarre

Adventure
Unlock Kid Mode [Joid
To be able to play the characters appearing

Legacy Of Kain:

Soul Reaver
Gain All Abilities

To pass through shut £

is. release the Right Shoulder and hold the

step one (that is. release Left Shoulder and
hold Right one).

Bonus Track

think again. Before starting a game, go to the

options menu and highlight Back. Then press

Up. Up, Down. Up, Down. Down. Start and

Jedi Power Battles

Complete the game with Oui-GonJinn. At the

Jinn and press Start. Darth Maul's picture will

replace Qui-Gon Jinn.

Unlock Queen Amidala
Complete the game with Obi-Wan Kenobi. At

the Character Selection screen, highlight Obi-

Wan Kenobi and press Start, Queen Amidala's

picture will replace Obi-Wan Kenobi.

Unlock Captain Panaka
Complete the game with PI o Koon. At the

Character Selection screen, highlight PIo Koon

Fight As Eiil Uio (Heritage)

complete the Challenge mode with Dio.

Fight As Lover Soul (Heritage)
To play as Lover Soul in Heritage For The

Fight As Alternate Holhorse

Pass Through Barriers

Down B 12. Left. Rig

Wall Climbing

Unlock Kaadu Race

Unlock Survival Challenge

Jimmy White's 2:

Cueball
Cheat Mode

Right, Up. Down

Hurt Razlel

Fighl As Alternate Kakyonin

(Heritage)

Fighl As Ram (Heritage)

Gain Soul Beaver
To get the Sonl Reaver pao

hold L ot R and press Dow
Down «2. Left. V. Down.

Gain Aerial Reaver
To get the Aerial Reaver pa

.5 Left, B, Up x2. Down.

Kao The Kangaroo



VffW I L^S Marvel Vs

Capcom
Play As Lllith

Unlock Everything

Unlock Freeiighl"Missions 20 4 21

Unlock F-18 Aggressor Fighter

Unlock F-15DJ Aggressor 2 Fighter

Get ovci 50 kills i" the game

Unlock T-3 Fighter

vn «2 Right »2. Up >2. Down «h.

|4, Right Left. Down ,4 Right ,2

>2. Down *A. Right. Down Lllilh

ipear Below Wan Machine

Play As Roll

Roll highlight Zangief at rhe

Character Selection screen and then press Left

*2, Down «2. Righr <2, Down x2. Left x2. Up,

Right. Up !;. Right x2. Roll will then appear

for selection to the right of Mega Man

Play As Gold War Machine
lb 5I..V

re Chan ; S.-:cr li.-ir

Gain Fire Reaver

holt) L or R and press Down. Up. Right, Up.

Down, Left, B. Right, Down.

Make Fire Reaver

hold L or Rand press V. Right, Down, 8. Up

Cast Force Glyph

Cast Stone Glyph
To cost a stone glyph pause the game and

hold L ot R and ptess Down. B. Up. Lett

Down, Right «2

Cast Sound Glyph

Cast Water Glyph

and hold L or R and press Down. FJ. Up,

Cast Fire Glyph
To cast a fire glyph pause the game and hold

L or R and press Up x2. Right, Up, V, X. Right.

Le Mans 24 Hours

Unlock All Tracks
Entet yout name as GOOZ

Unlock All Cars

Unlock All Championships

Unlock Jaguar XR9 Concept Car

Change Replay Camera Angles

Quick Race Bonus Car
If yoo can manage to pface first on all ot the

Hacks in the Quick Race mode and collect a

to a tathet special Jaguar XR9 UV, Concept Cat.

Looney Tunes

Space Race

h light Zanglef

% Down .2, Right .2. Down »2. Left .2.

Upxti. Right .2. Left «2. Down ii. Right x2.

Up i2. Left t.2, Down *2. Right x2, Up x5. Cold

War Machine will then appear above Zanglef

Play As Shadow Lady
To play as Shadow Lady highlight Morrigan at

ighr. .2.

he Char*

Right x2, Down rt, Left x2. Up »i. m
Left «2. Down .2. Right x2. Down x2.

Up«2. Right «2. Up x2. Left »2,Di

Shadow Lady will then appear for

Play As Red Venom
To play as Red Venom highlight Chun-Li at the

Character Selection screen and then press

Right, Down ptf. Left, Up k*. Right <2. Down
2, Left x2. Down x2, Right x2. Up x4, Left

selection above Chun Li.

Play As Orange Huh
To play as the Orange Hulk highlight Chun-Li

at the Character Selection screen and then

press Right x2. Down *2. Left x2.

Right .2, Down >2, Left »2, Up irt, Doi

1.2. Up i2, Down xv4. Up |4, Left

Highlight

main menu and men, hold ". + V and press

Up, Led, Down, Rightx2, Up. Down. Right

Issue 34 1 Drpesrncds.f- hAx^^nip
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Select A Special Partner

UNKNOWN SOLDIER -

DEVILOT- Hold Start + Medium Punc!

ANITA - Hold Start + Weak Punch +

Medium Punch + High Punch

PURE AND FUR - hold Start + Weak 1

MICHELLE HEART - Hold Start + Wea
Punch + Weak Kick

MIGHTY THOR - Hold Start + Weak K

Medium Punch

CVCLOPS - Hold Start + Weak Punch i

HFflEGOCLT^pt. Hidden Artwork & Sounds

1

Millennium

Soldier: Expendable
Shield
Up, Down, Left, Right. X, Up. Down, Left,

Right, Y

Level Ship

| Grenades

lives

A, B, X, V. L R, Up, Down, Left, Right

Credits

A B Left, A. B, Right, B, A, Down, R
Hold Start + Weak Punch + Medium Kick

s Emer the Options screen and the press L+R
ICEMAN - Hold Scan + Medium Punch + EaStfir ESQ and the Cheat menu will appear with uarious

Medium Kick L, Left. R, Right. X. X. Dawn. Down. R. L options to choose from.

S°X<;™fIUrr
>Pu,Kh

* Same Won Easy Endings

US AGENT - Hold Start r High Punch + L, R. Left L. R. Lefc. Right. Left, Right, V, X Will all™ you to see a player's ending Oy

•""" "* Level Select 2m '7eZ.?.™c,,r, «,„ ,,».„

SENTINEL - HolO Slart + Medium Punch + ^ * Fjtfll 7 " Td enacI a chacactec's second

Medium Kick + High Punch „ .. fatality simply press High Punch

lulftUfi Pit Fatal - To enact the 'Pit Fatal hold Down

marvel vs fibui as Bora
_ _ robots? Having trouble making your way To play as Goro enable the Cheat menu and

I QnnniH f through all the prlsoncomple.es? Then at the Character Selection screen, select the

UdUUUIII L throw off those shackles and chains and h .dden icon and hold L + R and press Up,
enter these ace cheats to become the king of LeFt fl

The biggest and best fighting game Fmm
Capcom has also got some rather

art a few pointers to get you going in

Switch Character Order
When you pick your three characters a

ange the costume of yoi

Cheaper Hidden Characters

you want to buy is offered at? The pr

change every lime you visit the Shop

keep exiting and enter the Shop scree

MDK2
Kurt Wearing Boxers
HoldLt R and press Xj.2, Y, X

Indy 500 Camera View

Slow-Motion Mode

Figti! As Noob Saibot

To play as Noob Sa.boi enable the Cheat

menu and at the Character Selection screei

select the hidden icon and hold L+R and

press Up twice, Left three times, A

Play As Settlor
In order to play as Sektor, enable the Chea

menu and at the Character Selection screei

press Up four times. Left four times, A.

Alternate Fighter's Costumes

All Prisons .._„
er„p |^rrx«i. MTV

' UnlnckBonffiPiKiin Sl{3t6b03rdil19
following code at the Prison Select screen - ¥« we know "'

! 1"-'« fl bit "Jug"" <**

icter A a. A, B, A, X, X, X, B, A, X, X, V.
Km

J'
""wks S-wtccflOrding - that's why

,u,r Unlock Doctor JJ*J2*'™

"

, until Hold down the left trigger and enter the ClrCal MOtHi

igdtly following code at the 5ingle Player Character When you're entering your name in Lifes

Select screen - A. A. B, Y X. B, Y. A. X. B. mode, enter RASWRD instead and you'll

Display Version Number cosmmei and ***""*

following code at the Main Menu - A. A. A. NHI_7K

nnnui«i I/...U.I Hiry As Programmer Team

Mortal Kombat r*tss?»s d
*
° om

""*
GOld iK^n^sBABYonco,
Access Cheat Menu ^'Z^l^ZSgZT
At the Start screen quickly press Up twice.

kcr
Down twice. Left twice and Right twice. K

m-nma CmMou Hohxuu.
the code Is entered correctly a laugh will be floflK hretZKey lTKSS3<je

heard followed the word Outstanding' Enter 'Wayne Gretzkey
1

as a name in the

Ba-arw
|
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Br.jrleSjrcr GRINCH 0222 Borrowers', enter LITTLEGUV

j^'io";'" p^j 06.9 Access Fat Players

D...e G-ossman DAVL 1104 To have a learn full of laroy boy

,„«*.

Ik T/l
1 REGULPR 360' FRONTSIDE OKM+1 IS: pi 2215

JF' JM\
Tlmfvtaran 1IMCRP 6666 'DOUQHflOV as a code.

L3,y Wotr-*, STRAT 2 1 1 2 ?\Sj Wjtll 2D RajeR
Chris Skrurvu Cmsvio oooo T„ „,,„ „„ h „ -,,,,„ „,, H„ „ -.

\wl Bf-Snu-cwski RF'HAN 111

s

2D (and wafer th,n| players, en er SQUI5HY'r Uvl Unlock Other Players Play With Big Feet

/\f£
To play as any of the following players, ente

the name and PIN at the Enter Initials scree
Fed up with your size tens? The n ro make

A\h-iiVm PERSON NAME PIN rBIGFOOT as a code

v
ir\*W

1

5hawn Llptak LIPTAK Oil

Isiah Thomas THOMAS 1 1

1

Play With Big Ball

. Tim Kitzrow TIMK 7785 To play wllh s bl8Ser 5lze0 Dai

i ate Willy Morris WIL 010 'BEACHBOY^ ji.Miirii.'

' !W*« Greg Cutler CUTLER 1 1

1

Suffering Coaches
Chad Edmunds CHAD 0628 To have your teams' coach wrlth

f.^ -"**"* Access Hidden Courts agony on the sidelines enter 'COACHOUCH' as

fj'yui >
To access play on one of the following hidde

View Hidden Message

C;jj.! Jim a To see a message in the crowd

W^.i'.t i

- itijts Mom. loue you- ch Id', vine: 'HIMOM'as
COURT CODE a code
Team 1 (Left] Hold Up -t Turb

Team 2 (Right) Hold Down (-Turb

Street Court Hold Left + Turb

Island Court Hold Right + Turb
NFL Blitz 2000. ;,.k7ftX'«™, "p'ri'T,™""

8'

Play As Team Mascots
taMiintrfiitwie
Enter 'Dale Hunter' as a name in the 'Create a

Td play as a team ma
Following names and orteT^ndin PIN and NBc

w
cou

C

rt

urt

Hoid Down"lh™"pass ftooa flays Off-Screen

Player' option to see ills picture in the 'Edit you will unlock that r ascot. Access Cheat Codes left box and press Up rwic; Yft Vhoiceor
P

TEAM NAME PIN After you've chosen all your players and so c

and you are ar the Tonight's Match Up scree

sen secretly

Marty Reasoner Image Atlanta Hawks HAWK 0322 onyourVMU.

T^teaPla¥e?optton roseehb pBajre in
Chtaeoauits™"

HORNET
BENNY

1105

0503
you can use the Turbo. Shoot and Pass Access Hidden Players

ROCKY 0201

Ron Hexlall Image

Show""

TURBO
BOOMER r

you would press Down.

following player names and the

when at 'Enter Names For Reco

Cheat Codes

JIN number

d Keeping
1

.

CRUNCH CHEAT COD
SLY 6765 Show Shot % 0-0-1 Dow

low Twist Image Phoenix Suns GORILLA 0314 Tournament Mode the helmets change. Depending jn how many
SASQUA 77B5

Player' option to sec his picture in the 'Edit
Toronto Raptors RAPTOR 1020 Show Horspot 1-0-0 Dow Cheat will be activated. When th buttons

1228 NoHotspots [Note 1J 2-0-1 U

Other Players Create-A-Player Characters
owing hidden

PIN number i

players.

Fag On [Note 2\ (-2-3 U
Thick Fog On [Note 2\ 1-2-3 Dow
Swamp Fog On [Note2| 1-2-3 Righ

Night Fog On [Note 2] 1-2-3 Lef

direction on ihe D-pad ."iiid i' Hit' rode has

1 998-1 999 season in rhe Create a Player'

To play any of the for

tines'"m nu
'"^ "^ P" tL"e

'

n "* EHlt

PLAYER NAME PIN
SnowOn [Note2| 1-2-1 Lef

Blizzard On (Note 2] 1-3-1 Lef C'timefbefcre pre'sJrS °Y
c^and Pass

Programmer Images
Kerri the

KERRI 0220
Rain On [Note 2 1 1-4-1 Lef

Big Head Mode 2-0-0 Righ

No Replays 3-3-1 Lef

per game.

CHEATCODE

e cheat

orfcli^Sr^EEE^iZ, LaYhT'emaie'^er Lff
R '

0712
Team Uniform |Note 1 ]

4-0-0 Righ

Midway Uniform 4-0-1 Righ Unilmfted'tTrowIng distance

5-1-4 Up

'Edit Lines' menu.
Alternate Uniform UA 1111 AwTy Uniterm tit Righ

0-3-2 Left

NBA Showtime:
Small Alien

Large Alien BIGGY

PIMTO

0856
095B
1986

Alternate Uniform 4-3-0 Righ

Note 1: Two-player agreemon; n-qu.rerj

Power-up defence

Power-up Blockers

4-2-1 Up
2-3-3 Up

3-1-2 Left

NBA on NBC
Nikko the Devil Dog
Clown

HORSE

CRISPY

6666
20B4

Note 2j Only on outdoor courts Super blitzing

Super field goals

0-4-5 Up
1-2-3 Left

3-4-4 Up

Play Any Player On Any Team
Pumpkin

Referee

THEWIZ

THEREF
1136 NBA2K sSr~"

4-2-3 Down
2-1-0 Up
1-5-1 Up

they're on go to the Enter Initials screen and Retro Rob RETRO 1970 Allow stepping out of bounds 2-1-1 Left

Old Man OLDMAN 2001 are a whole host of cheat codes for NBA2K 2-5-0 Left

player plays for and then enter his |ersey MIDWAY STAFF NAME PIN Simply enter the following codes at the Code 0-1-0 Up

Mark Turmell TURMEL 0322
Selection screen, found in the Options menu Show field goal % 0-0-1 Down

Change Costumes
To see a player's alternative costumes when

Rob Gatson

Mark Guiflarelli

GATSON
GUIDO
DANIEL

6765 Access Bonus Teams
Redwhlte and blue football

1-0-2 Right

4-3-3 Up
3-2-3 Left

i'~* T
vP|^^^L tw _JB

iason Sklles

Sal DiVita

Jennifer Hedrick

Jennifer Hedrick

IAPPLE

JASON
SAL

J EN IF
'"

6660
3141

0201

3333

'DEVDUDE5' as a code. The NBA2K, SEGA
Sports and SEGA will then be unlocked and
will be available to play on outdoor courts.

Play With Big Heads

Big football

Big head

Headless team

0-5-0 Right

2-0-0 Right

0-4-0 Up
3-2-1 Left

1-2-3 Right

/ Eugene Geer FOFtfi 1105 To have your team play with Big Heads enter
2-0-3 Right

Matt Gilmore

TIMMYB
GENTIL

3314

1228

FATHEAD' as a code.

Giant Sized Players

Show more field [Note 1]

No CPU assistance [Note 1]

Power-up speed [Note 1]

0-1-2 Down
4-0-4 Left

*£ w^twj' * r«^m*r
Andy Eloff

Mike Lynch

JONHEY
ELOFF
LYNCH

8823

2181
'MONSTER' as a code.

Miniature Players

Hyper bIFtz [Note 1

J

Smart CPU opponent [Note 2\

Deranged blitz mode [Note 2]

Ultra hard mode |Note 2]

5-5-5 Up
3-1 -I Down
2-1-2 Down

3-2-3 UpMU 0517 To play with a team the sue of the Super passing mode [Note 3

1
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Pen Pen

Phantasy Star

Online

Hidden Artwoik
Pjt [he game disc in Che CD-ROM drive of

your comparer ro find some saucy arcmork

Unlock Extra Sellings

'Hard' difficulty setting, Then complete the

Access Alternate Costume Colours

unlock two extra costume colours.

CHARACTER NAME

_

New Fighting Items
The first four limes you complete t

will open up tie front four pages o

scr^n 'in*™
^'M°' 00

m

tn<j°PBons ^"'^Slots
"' TH'°W

'f\^^H an Extending Kendo Stick, a Catling Gun. an

' c BEBBP'™- Qualffl lll

«irtum Mode

*"

Arena
Fomjrl fJNEAOHUHEK Complete the game as Kraken .and the Virtual

tomine our
Fonewearl XSYGSSHEOH mode appears on Page Five or tHe book. This ^.^ aJeafl manaEBfl tc
Fonewm A5UEBHEBUI is a normal one-player game with the

f(nd Qul
Z~* J^T „

Hucasl -.UUHANGBRT exception that It [urns ttie whole fight into a , h„,„ „ , h -, ,

KSKAUDONSU first person perspective, making winning that ^!^V^"L
Huneweart MOUEOSRHUN much tougher! we

"

t Q[

ScT SS. nualWirtualMDile Un^k

yviien you complere rhe game witr, Valgas. Ir iflrSdlS

Power Stone IBBSB-^™ z^
The World 01 Power Stone Play As Valgas B JJJ»«
Finishing the game with each-character opens

oniplete the game on any difficulty level but
±e fjve

up a different page in the World Of Power
™'*°uc "™8 ^

"nt.nue. Now check Page
difn[u | ties .

Stone book (found in the Collection menu on
'™ive "' ,,le Hower iW

™j ,

" * °* '

" ,:
'
co

reward, yoi

option or item that can be used either in the
appears at the end of the game^ You can only UMU Mfl;j.

game or on your VMS and is usually selected
use """ '" ™ "™ e antJ e"e" tnen only one

to play. Once

by highlighting the page and pressing the A "' you "n choose him per ma,ch!
you successfully

button. Here are a selection of the new Wattll EndiltUS complete this,

character ending will be added to Page of the cheats in t

Fourteen of the Power Stone book. Choose E^"™ (you can a<

for the characters that you haue managed to menu on the Pause bueci,

Extra VMS Games JS'iSySeiTZ

IE LiS",
u

,

p
o'»o™Ss"',r

Be

zsxzxssi

i

"IB

rial . *
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Rainbow Six Rayman2

lops up a bit? Then use these easy-to-enter Wot anymore!

Access Globoi Disc SrKI
game to activate each one.

Hold L + H and press B*4 ' u V
b Activate God Mode Bonus Map

,he analnni.s p.a lip .h* n ., Denied' message.

W Down and A while playing the game. Kaleidoscope Textures

V Activate Team God Mode Press Down. A, Down, B, A. V, X.2

J
K make yoor entire learn invinelble Rairtnan WHS Icon ilnloch GoM Class

playing ihe game Full Lite

Right. nter your gym name as 'iV

Jnlock Champ Class

Activate Heavy Breathing
eatedly In a nter your name as 'Pod 5

own r»whX.yThg ""g°,me°"'*"' Full Pause Screen toariu 9 Ri
' Activate Big Head Mode

Activate Mega Head Mode
Ready 2

Rumble Boxing

Boxing: Round 2
FIglitAs Fat Boxers

Right*.). Up. Down, Right. R«2. L.

Fight As Skinny Boxers
At the Character Selection screen,

press Righrx2, Up. Down, Right. F

Fight As Zombie Boxers
At the Character Selection screen.

Up. Right. Down. Rx2. L

Fight With Giant-sized Gloves

Hidden New Year's Costume
Set the date to January I to jnlock a baby

Mew Year's costume for Joey T.

Hidden St Patrick's Day Costume

Hidden Valentine's Day Costume

Hidden Easter Costume

Day Costume
Uncle Sam

Hidden Halloween Costume
5et the date to 31 October to unlock

Hidden Christmas Costume

Left. Right, Left *2,

Right. Up. Down. R Trigger <5, L Trigger.

Unlock All Boxers
Left «2. Right. L Trigger, Left, Right K2,

Unlock All Championship Costumes

Issue 34
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Unlock All Holiday Costumes First-Person View
Press Left «2. Down, Sigh,, Up. r Trigger x1

once"", dm,. fio™,5™e'e»d of'Ok 1

Unlock Fat Mode Play As Alt. Claire In Battle Mode

x2. L Trigger.

Unlock Thin Mode
Press Right »2 Up, Down. Right. R Trigger

Get linear Launcher In

Battle Mode
To Unlock the linear Launcher get an A

Unlock Zombie Mode Wesker and both versions of Claire in

Battle mode

Unlock Bkj Head Mode
Get Rocket Launcher

Super Speed

Press Bight,!. Up. Bo™. Right R Trtgge,

™i»g'™nSt1ld1^2d^2S'
HOUV.R.L. release,.

Unlock Big Gloves Mode
Press Left, Right. Up. Down. R Trigger,

Also save Steve ftom the Luget quickly, give

game with a time less than 4:30.

Fog Colour

Unlock Fast Mode
Play As Steve Bumside In Random Weapons

Battle Mode Hold L+A. X. V, telease. Ho

>5, L Trigger. Get the Gold Lugers from the basement Invincible
office in Disc 2. The right combination is red. Hold L+X V A release ho

Resident Evil
Steve Bumside by doing well with Chris in IrrtisiMeCar

Code: Veronica
Play As Albert Wesker in

Battle Mode
eitrafc track

Battle Mode
Do well with Chris in Battle mode.

Brakes
Complete (he game with any ranking and

Samba De Amigo Super tires

**"'"_"""
Access All Music

Mass

mode, shake the left maraca high quickly is
HoldAX, X.V, telease, L

At the Difficulty Selec ,„,.„„, SEGA Bass
left maraca low quickly 15 times. ClA lllll f I

Access Super Hard Mode MSIIIIig

Bonus Practice Levels

mode complete cake Paradise in

mode. To unlock the Falls level in

mode you must complete Lake C

lonsumer

Tfstalin

Change Lure Colour

or Down (o change the lure colo

press Up

Sonic Lure
To gain die Sonic Lure you must complete a

Consumer mode

Alternate Clothes and Boat Colour
To get some new clothes and to change the

SEGAGT
look forward to when you've managed to

ger through the game... ir ain't too easy.

Access World Speed Hng Races
Once you've managed to finish first in

each of the Official and Event races in trie

dS|>.,-C

Kingra



SEGA Rally 2

(Japanese

Version)
Extra Vehicles
There are loads of cars available at the start

championship, the mote vehicles you'll get to

drive about in. Check out the list to see how
to earn these little beauties!

NAME OF CAR HOW TO GET IT

Subaru Jmpressa 555 Finish 1st in the 1st

Year of Championship mode

Mitsubishi Lancer EUO 1 Finish 1st In tbe

2nd Year of Championship mode

Toyota Celica GT-FourST-IBS ...Finish 1st in

the 3rd Year of Championship mods

Mitsubishi Lancer EVO JFinlsh 1st in the 4th

Peugeot 106 Maui... Finish 1st in the 5th

tear of Championship mode

Year of Championship mode

Flat 131 Abarth Finish 1st In the 7th Year of

H Championship mode

Peugeot 205 Turbo Finish 1st in the 8th

Year of Championship mode

Renault Alpine A1 10 Finish 1st in theSih

Year of Championship mode

Lancia 037 Rally Finish 1st in the 10th

...Year of Championship mode

Secret Track

years of Championship mode, you have the

Access All Cars
Go to the title screen anc

Up, B. A, Left, B.B.Dow
NOT the Analogue Stick]

Access AN Tracks
Go to the title screen anc

Down, Right, B, A. B. Ris

Courses

SSI

k-vvl-i sliding There's a good long straight

where you can reach a high speed, and two
ihorter ones which are sadly spoilt by the

:hese to overtake competitors by flying over

Choose the right car and you can drive

nost of [his course by sliding from left to

is you slide byl The other ma|or factor to tap

r: Peugeot 205 Turbo

r: Alpine Renault
ive star difficulty rating thi

starting to toughen up. Thi

ingle straight where you cs

The desert heat has e\

vi II slow you right
effect of making it very dusly, and dus
also slow your car down. Watch out ft

of barriers along the side of the road e

lugher than the here - hit the brake slightly |ust before

rids in the road

vhere you must

he sides of the
Mountain SSI
Best car: Lancia 037 Rally

The rocks of the desert have been repla

nd and replaced trees, but the handling is pretty much t

al. Avoid the tarmac and goes into the gravel. The fi

ends to collect
mountain course has a long section of

and always [ry to
lefts which give you a good overtaking

Mountain SS2
Best car: Lancia 037 Rally

h in the way of strj

ling so again youTI

to watch for skidding when you burst

Mountain SS3



Snowy SSI
Best car: Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IV

couple of major problems facing

is fire t course Is very

Snowy SS2
Best car; Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IV

you come back cowards (lie ri-,pr Npniiv

There's only one checkpoint on [his rra-

so In Arcade mode you will have Co go

Muddy SSI
Best car: Peugeot 205 Turbo 16
The first track in the Muddy stage is a good

mixture of bends and straights giving ample

,n,v.

::*,

i completely onlV fv.uinj; .i uvu s;,ir difficulty rating. Your

giving a slick surface under the wheels and

causing your car to slide more than it would

normally on each corner. Watch out for the

handful of barriers that are placed in strategic

places around (he track too - knocking them

id straights, one on

Best car: Peugeot 205 Turbo 16

same island, with new roads opening and old

ones closing as you progress. This final Muddy

roads closed directly ahead of you, but aFter a

The Open Hairpins that you find towards

driving. Power on into the hairpin, then let go

of the accelerator and touch the brakes slightly

while turning the car. You should slide through

Isle SS1
Best tar: Peugeot 306 Maul

good news is that the Isle courses are all raced

on nothing but tarmac, giving the cars much

more grip and making sure they actually go in

le absolute mail You should already know

ow to drive through the majority of this

3urse. instead of using up your ace cards on

le same pieces of road, concentrate your

even the handbrake, to get through tl

much. When you pass the finish line
;

yourself hearty congratulations! This i

track of the game - try to beat your I

Shenmue

Snowy SS3
St car: Peugeot 306 Maxl
i is by far the longest of all the Snowy

.rough to the

will smash head-on into the barriers, and

really spoil your chances of a high score. At!

! you make good use of them.

Isle SS2
Best car: Lancia 037 Rally

do the whole walkthrough in this mag, but

here are some hints and tips for you.

Fight In 70 Person Battle

Complete the game and save the Clear Dat;

to unlock the 70 Person Battle option on tf

Options screen. NB: Disc 3 has to be in thi

Get Extra Money

Against All Odds

mwnilir.ini. it's hardly worth bulhi'rms with

:unnel as you go in. seriously d.invigi!ig it . it. i

spoiling your race. The final stretch of Che

:ourse Is the most difficult to drive - you end

hrix;^h 1 1 .:
i i. or you'll hit every wall!

give you a lucky numt

SO
I
Dre-tamcdSif MtaQtadnp
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lcrgy - your Chao 5 always or

Fancy A Game 01 Cards?

is to play the Fruit Matching game in the

a brief glimpse of a screen containing si*

.inV rhin S ccept one very di

Frail Aral Veil

your Chao inside the VM is

different kinds of fruit, colli

|j:.iyin B;
il-r Fru.i M.itr 'nn,; I

hBhrs or opening chests. E;

Ch.Ki.i ;i.:.c=i .11,1 iwitmuo-

ly fruit left ouer after

Fruit: Purple Fruit

Ability AFFetted: Flying ( + npt5)

Stipulations On Gelling Fralc None

Fruit Green Fruit

Fruit Red Fruit

Ability Arretted: St,ength-| + 4pts|

Fruit Haste Fruit

Ability Affected: Speeds you up thrc

Stipulations On Getting Fruit: Get a pi

Fruit Star Fruit

Ability Affected: Slows down cursor

luring yc « fight

in Gr'rtinj; Fruit: Get a perfect

Fruit Chao Fruit

Fruit: Heart Fruit

Ability AFFected: Recc

round in the Fruit Matching game

Fruit: Random Fruit

Ability Affected: Makes your Chao I

unhappy Indeed'

Stipulations On Getting Fruit: Do someth

Sonic Shuffle

Play as Big The Cat
Buy all the pictures of Tails in 5onlc's roo

to unlock Big The Cat in Versus mode.

Play as Chao
Buy all the pictures of Knuckles in Sonic'?

room to unlock Chao In Versus mode.

Play as E-102 Gamma
Buy the last picture of Amy In Sonrc's roc

to unlock E-102 Gamma in Versus mode.

Play as Super Sonic

Soul Calibur
Secrets

Picture Gallery Secrets

New Ait Card Categories
03. C 3. n5. 55.

159.

J22-

New

03.217. 266-2

Missions

94 - Free Art. 295-

21 ': t *:iadRuln2

81 Osuburg Castle 2

v," '*","'
116 Shrrne of Eurydice 2

"'%•

"~-

1 U Uo-rey Pit 2

ia? U:y ot Water 2

199 . Proving Grounds 2

New Features

58

XBTR-ua "•, Costume
l--ca:-e:MvK.mMode)

SopMtw
,

s Costume
JO Man \ Costume

IhJ ?«:-.. i.i- vi, il Mode
I" UfWon Iheaire Sophltia

1 3 1 F*-..

1C.1 F.u.t

tlui TH-dire N.ghtmare

Li .- theatre Astarorrr

nutation Iheaire Hwang

;J9 t< Dt'O' i -co:-c Siegfried

Theatre M..« ;Weapons

2 39 t ! t) on Theatre Scung Mina

}V. F*h.t..

2ei . M

New Stages

rji:ion iicai-e Cervantes

ul Model Mode Press R

31 rfjrwtoau Shrine

68
'

' A uibOtou

(Twilight) jjpj

the Dead r^^J

",H

82
|
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m

Gain Extra Money

Star Wars
Episode 1: Racer
Bonus Characters
Finish first place on one of [he following

. 5unken City/Semi-

Play As Gill

g.imei on any difficulty selling and ihen

highlight Sean ai the Character Selection

Play As Shin Akuma
To play as Shin Akirma reach the final boss

SFIII: Second Impact without losing any

round? and geicing [hree perfects along th

perfect and Shir, Akuma will appear. Defea

him and he will be unlocked for you to pla

Access Extra Options

To access extra options enter

Ar Bur

Qu
toP

ikerySemi-pro

Bt-

1 Bowie B
'

Abyss. In',

s: Coast/Semi-

Mon G,i?ZJ

Do
Sa

o Spin

oor....Zugg

g

Challe

Venge

Execu

nge/Semi-pro

Ollrr,G.iljCti.

Ill: Double

Impact
Play As Yang
In order to play as Vang highlight Yur

the Sfreelfighter HI Character Selectii

Play As Akuma
play as Gouki in SFIH: Second Imf.

ghlight Sean at the Character Self

Option' and press Leftx2. Five2. Rightx2. Ther

highlight Button Con fig' and press Leftx2.

Yx2. Right«2 Next highlight Screen Adjust'

and press Leftx2. X. Y. Rightx2. Finally

highlight 'Sound
1

and press Leftx2. Y. X,

Righix2. If the codes have been entered

correctly 'Extra Options' should be

StreetFighter III:

Third Strike

Play as Bill

Successfully complete rhe game and save.

highlight Yun or Yang and press Up or Do*

Extra Costume Colours

He might have ruined Christmas in Whoville

but The Gr inch is enough to crack anyone u[

]f you're still wondering how ro get those

Unlock Spin n' Win Mini-Game

Unlock Pankamania Mini-Game

Unlock Copter Race Mini-Game
Destroy 2.500 gilts in the gamt

Bike Race Mini-Game
Destroy 3.000 gifts and complete the garni

Tomb Raider

Chronicles

Stanl At Black Isle

Start At lower Block

Tony Hawk's

Skateboarding

The Super Code / Private Carrera
Start a game {in any mode) using Officer Dick.

Pause the game and hold the Left Trigger then

press Y. Up. Y. Up. B. Up. Left. V The screen

game and begin another one. In the Character

Selection screen Officer Dick will be replaced

Slow Motion
Pause the game and hold the Left Tr

press X. Left, Up, X, Left. Wow. just

Big Heart Mode

press X, B, Up, Lett, L

Stats At 10

Stats At 13

highlight t tr then

Unlock Secret System

Unlock All Leueis
Pause the game and hold the Left Trigger tht

press Y. Right. Up. X. Y. Left. Up. X. Y The

stages will still appear unavailable. Choose

Skip to Restart

Pause the game and hold the Left Trigger thf

press X. B. A. Up. Down. This code then will

allow you to restart the level from various

Special Meter Always Fun

press A. Y. B. Down. Up. Right. Now you can

Tony Hawk's Pro

Skater 2
Unlock All Cheats

A«3. X, V. Up. Down. Left. Up, X, Y, A. Y, B, t

the menu. All cheats, levels, FMV sequences.

McSqueeb, Officer Dick, and Spider-Man will

Maximum Special Meter

Special Meter.

Get Full Stats

Pause the game and then hold L and press

A. Y. B. X, Y, Up. Down to raise all your

tmlock Turbo Mode

of the game by 25%.

Unlock Big Head Mode

Ax4, Left, Ax4, Left

Unlock Thin Skater

tt the code more than

Unlock Perfect Balance

S4
|
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all level ob|ectrves in 'Career' mode four

Access Wire Frame Mode
Skater's FMV Sequence

Right „2 and then Left.
Mode
To play the Arcade mode tree of ^4

completing all level objectives in 'Cateer'

enar.net to unlocHbelr Fl*l „,„..
V-Rally 2

HOMEALONE' a; ,i ^aflH

Access Slow-Motion Tricks Toy Commander
We'll agree that V-Rally 2 is one of the No Gravity -ly

Access AJI Rooms s^ we ne^gTTy™ a^M^^^ -NO GRAVITY' as a WT*-, K
mode nine times. To access all rooms and to have alt missions

AJI Cars and Tracks password. ^k^^-fS
Access Smooth Mode r'^^BTx^lf'sucfe^fura'TO^rsounas

5
If you don't want io play through trie whole High Suspensions ^fu£

tCTeTm'e"
'" °b1"""" " ''""'' ™"

To Switch Machine Gun Op^oraKree^^
To iil.iy rv.rh bieb suspension djH

Access Moon Physics Tnote wTthelfsound
Pre" B

'

A
' ^ "'

A
'

B Now press L, R. Left, Right, Left. Right, Up,

Down, Up. Down. A. A, 5tart - once you'ue
passsvo.O.

Icvel^t^lTciWmtyJem'lmS
31

FixToy

"
done that, you can highlight any empty box Big Wheels 1

vemtle enler 'GO MONSTER as fl
Access Disco Mode

V, A, Y. A note will be heard if entered correctly any of them that you want! a password.

TrickStyle Vigilante 8:

Ho Wheel Attachment

Icons fa
Unlock Flip Level Infinite Time

Second Offense 'DRIM™™™'rd tfl

Unlock Spider-Man selection. Enter 'IWI5H' as a code and you'll bi Access Password Screen
View All End ^fj
Sequences fjWJ

level ob|et,l,„ In 'Career mode „!« a Power-up Moves Options screen and select Game Status'.

Unlock Officer Dick

complete all level objectives in 'Ci

Unloch Private Carrera Big Head Mode

X Then, enter IrMFLATEDEGO"
Super Missiles

Unlock Chopper Drop
Earn three gold medals with

Unlock Skate Heaven

Speed Board
Successfully defeat the boss on I

and the speed board will appear

Trick Board

I enter 'BLAST_FIR£- as the code.

Lord Clyde
To play as Lord Clyde t

Faster Cars
To make your' chosen vehicle go faster enter UIHUIB

'MORESPEED' as a password To play ,35 Obakc complete all the rr

Heavier Cars
°"" ™* ™ i,h L°* °»"

Ighr of your v
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Mjn and Aeronaut

Padre Destine

Dusty Earth
To play as Dusty Earth, you will need to

complete all mission? in Quest mode with

Interceptor Missiles

Attack 2: Up, Up, Up, Machine Gun
Attack 3' Up. Up, Right, Machine Gun

Bull's Eye Rockets
Attack 1 : Up. Down. Down, Machine Gun
Attack 2: Up, Down, Up. Machine Gun
Attack 3: Up. Down. Right. Machine Gun

Sky Hammer Mortar
Attack 1: Down. Down. Down. Machine Gui

Attack 2: Down, Down, Up. Machine Gun
Attack 3; Down. Down. Right, Machine Gun

Instructions on the Character 5ele

Highlight Aklra and press Start

Move to and highlight Lion ther

Move to and highiiv.hl P.n th:-n

Play As Silver Dura)
To take control of the silver robot gii

end of the game, you simply need tc

Virtua Fighter 3tb

characters dress sense, simply hold down
the Start button and then select your fighter

with the A button. They will now appear

ready to fight in their alternate clothes.

Slow Motion Replay

Vidua Striker 2:

Version 2000.1
Play As MVP Yukl Chan Team
To play as the MVP Yukl Chan team highlight

Yujif/'.l.m.i ) the Team Selection screen in

Arcade mode and press 5tart. HtgNSgni USA

Italy. The new team will appear above Japan.

Play As MVP Genki Team
To play as the MVP Gsnki team enable the

Then highlight the MVP Yukl Chan team, hold

Start and press A. If done correctly the word

FC SEES Team

*°

To play as the FC SEGA team highlight France

at (he Team Selection screen In Arcade mode
and then press Statt. Then highlight Chile and

press Start and do the same for South Africa,

If this Is done correctly the FC SEGA team will

Fight Against The Name appear in the comer of the screen.

Entry Character Change Uniforms

fighting letter from the Name Entry screen. Access Bonus Teams

• Highlight Akira and press Start Ranking
1 mode with a high grade to unlo

to, " Moue to and highligM the team that was defeated in the finals.

FatMj highlight Pal, hold Worms
I chana«eras™

y

,mal Armageddon^V Plav As The Unlock Bonus Scheme 1

mm Name Entrv ^p^^n^^imr^tith^
* rf^mm i-.nancm least a Bronie rank in multiplayer mode.

mWJ Turn the tables and Access Cheat Mode

-W opponents as the Name complete the corresponding missions wh

yourselfl Follow Weapons' or 'Games' option screens

CHEAT OBJ
Bleeding Worms Gain goid medal in 'B

Aqua Sheep Gain gold medal in S

Sheep Racing Mining m

le Beep mode gives you the

:p out the fool langiMgi- used

id grow when they gain

nd shrink when it dt'Cre.iw,

Remain hi Ring

King Of The Ring Pay-Per-View

Pay-Per-View
Sgt Slaughter and Sha'

Royal Rumble Pay-Per-View

Reveal Wrestlers Moves

Zombie Revenge
Access Cheat Mode
Accumulate points on the VMU mini-games

*:
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~HE UK'S BEST UNOFFICIAL
PLAYSTATION 2 MAOAZINE

I

<gjg^ ICO COMPLETE GUIDEm^ K: A-Z OF
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THE X-BOX IS HERE

XBM IS THE ONLY MAGAZI
YOU NEED. ISSUE 5 Hir
THE SHELVES ON
04 APRIL 2002
AND GUARANTE

• In-depth Xbox news, previ

and reviews every single r

• Definitive features on all tl

biggest games complete w

interviews, exclusive

screenshots and behind the

scenes secrets

• 100% unbiased and unoffu

which means informative vii

and opinions from well-

respected writers you can trust

• Microsoft's stylish new console

deserves a qualrty magazine -

accept no substitute!

04-04-02



* ta9 hhw at.loU Unt Ctn\ra\ cot**

) "'*" 'A' s«» disease clinic ailing,

n a Page three stunner t>

in aim!
<u've been selected for a

PLUS. .Now ,ou on »*trert,

isttn in after fou transfer the

joKe to four vittim /

The Inland Revenue wanna

word!

»*) Phone engineer testing the

4 Your neti wife has landed ii

Heathrow! jmm . _ -II sti

} My Daughters pregnant tlO M- p| |\ PfrVIl!

For mart fun well v.viv,.:ii'i.i i Hii-L.miv.il l.Om Ml CkWs cWqnl il £ i.opp / min

A/ Vjugh i<mr P»"»cIh i

Don'l forget to trj our sample

to the

6.ottha recordings /.'

One to One 'private' TEXT CHAT

The girls are waiting right now to text you...

Just send the text R C/HATto the number

81259 To get in touch...

You will receive confirmation, and then you can start textingf

(To unsubscribe send U Chat to 81259)

Wktkm Wbyl (to <Mlb2
(^Hl Call the number below put it tVircruyVi to ^...TT"!

h'jg? -four vittim and listen in on their readioiK'jj
^"""

1. Invite to who want* to be a Millionaire

a.You've been selected for an 18 Paled TV Sho
. ^.Trouble with the Inland K<

4 Pandom Drug Test

} 5.Ttt* 'Se* Survey
•f ftrnt^Sj, ~itn^ model slutK in I

^TMafhem with Mad Mifce

ft.M-j Daughter's Pregnant

1 1dentity Parade at Gotland Yard

. 10 You're wanted as a film 6*tra
. VJ and Man^ More...

'6 ^j ^'> y www . funnyvvindup .com ^J^^^T|t^L

y cost el.p/m.VpSa-B PSL. P<JBox 1463. Br.>»l BS99 SPA*""1

TENT
LIVE
1-2-1

24/7

CHAT

n R GHAT' TO
83038
RED HOT
AND

THRILLING

Available to Vodafone, CBllnet and Orange users.

To Unsubscribe send U CHAT' to 13038

Logo For

1. choose your logo

2. call the order hotline

3. enter the code when asked
4. your choice will be with youlnaflash

It"™ Lo.»». |o?»J« Ly»....o |»V..,. ^.o...

I i IT™
i

turn"
|

tt~"

I ln**» |
X'uw I ettril | VM^j *»** 'j (B»

| [»y=i»i:» | ,iv:,ii i jnMiio [oaiaa |iwiif.5 |oo z

Ii 6iS*xJ 'J
*****n i tflw^j -*fcfc* 'i tnTHj i*feci i

|L»"'" l»j:—« lvj^«» LiL"»» La.'""' La?""» |

KsSPi WHS"1

! *«»
I
EI2U

I
SB® 'I

***
Li^.n (j>,.oo lopoD. Lo."->"< lS~"« l°~""»

1 1000s more logos online at

WILMW XLLS!
Listen to samples on the Internet

www.windupcalls.com
Mrs Davenport - Stammering Caller

Long Lost Friend iSy%
Recruited For The Army i5=Sy

il

Date With A Hunky Star Kf^ljst
Madam's Services - Unpaid! fttT\
Telephone Date Reply JAX^
You've Scratched My Car!

TV Escort

The computer will dial out to your victim
and then you can listen in on the line as he

or she gets wound up!

09067 555 180



A LAC
Welcome to the legendary Dreamcast Mag directory, where
/ou'll find every Dreamcast game listed. Don't go shopping without it...

.. Ir's our fob to know games, and as this is the only Dreamcast magazine out there, this is the only place you will find a complete
,•""

listing for all chose Dreamcast games. So before you bother to even think about getting yourself a game you should read these seven pages

ery careFully. Doing so will prevent you from wasting money.
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What's That All About Then, Eh?

' n%! 11 its

w™"-" " m
5,"™6 ™"EEL " N%

"*"" 1%

* "BIN
""M>""

71*

HiH 17 MS

•KMcsm " 17%

«UDE S„C. It 35%

* 11 1%

STSEHIHIi WHEEL 24 m
' n UN

*""DrS"" is SIS

.RODE STICK 11 BS

JL ii BIN
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1 - ^^
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X
Igto^gypfty

You can't buy every

game, so

to stop wasteful

purchases, here are

the games you have
to own!

92
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Resident Evil Code:

Veronica

Certainly the definitive

version of the timeless

platform title and one that

brings a smile to our faces

whenever we give it just one

more play...

Soul Calibur

This has got to be the most

gorgeous-looking game ever.

With so much depth and a

wealth of characters, this ha

to be the fighter of choice.

And then there's the two-

player mode...

the most

comprehensive and original

driving game on any console

and the closest thing to

driving perfection you are

likely to ever see So why
haven't you bought it yet'
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Party/Puzzle

Chu Chu Rocket!

A crazy game of cat and
mouse. Chu Chu Rocket, is

miles and miles better than

most of the other puzzle

games around It's also one
of the most addictive games
that you'll ever play!

Shoot-'Em-Up

BwEoaYsn
StarLancer

Walking away with the title

of 'Best Shoot-'Em-Up' on

the Dreamcast. StarLancer

certainly deserves all the

praise it gets. Top blasting

action AND online play?

It's amazing!

Sports

Tony Hawk's

Pro Skater 2

Without a doubt, one of the

gaming. You will never. EVER
get bored of it. even when

you've finished it This game

is pure genius.

Strategy/Simulation

Being all stealthy and

cunning is

game in Hidden And
Dangerous. Initially tricky to

get to grips with, persevere

and you'll fall in love with it.
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Saul Flahnr
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Cool Boarders Burn!
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GAME On!
Save Money On Your Favourite

Dreamcast Titles!

f
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N EW AS e
UNITl 1 1 7 WHITHIFT CENTER
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#GET A MATE
IRATE!!!

CALL THIS NUMBER

YOU CHOOSE THE WIND-UP! MS
•MR FURY
•MR STUTTER
•THE DETECTIVE
• INVITE TO NO. 10

•MY DAUGHTER'S PREGNANT
IRATE DELIVERY DRIVER

y£v in vour mate's number

lx5
ten in and hear their re ÔH

Colls cost £l/min at all times. Jokelines PO Bon 43. Warminster. Wiltshire.

BA12 7PP. Please seek permission from the person paying the bill before calling

image is everything

the hottest postcards

Tjn£e*i^ MEDAL££ ^rtHORNy
it HONOR CE? DEV,L

!M3SS5 2003S1E 2003617 BjttjBj

Z0D3G33 WDMM 21)03634 20036 IS

S00363Z 2003631 2003614 300361

5

miss© J** «J e^^ ^l-
S003G1B 2003635 2003840 J003620

i^i^M^XIKofln

the most wanted logos

t^C3T^= CCiSia MIKaJ da? ua/MyiD
a0o353a 2003605 2003500 2003557

beciWHm 'HMmauaTiT engir laio SKATE PUNK

wSfflBB IJillSiliU idS®^

Visit mobee.CO.Uk far 1000s more ringtonjianu logos

1 choose your rington* or logo

i? call the order hotline

3 enter the code when asked

4 your choice will be sent aistantty h-Br.ofl««HJ»o*i

ittrn not delivared oithin 24 hn? M-wig item? call 0870 840 8050



Came Over
Dreamcast

Managing Director Mark Simpson

SUBSCRIPTIONS

PARAGON
PUBLISHING
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